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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Purpose of the Thesi s
Standard costs are used by companies to obtain a
more accurate measure and control of costs. The purpose of
this monograph is to study how cotton mills make use of a
standard cost system for facilitating the computation of
costs in each process, for obtaining accurate costs, and for
controlling costs. The study will be limited to spinning
and weaving mills
.
The manufacturing processes of spinning and weav-
ing will be described first, followed by a thorough
discussion of the development, purpose, and nature of
standard cost systems and the adaptability of such systems
to accounting for cotton spinning and weaving. After this
will come a treatment of the application of standard costs
in typical mills to the accounting for the three main ele-
ments of cost, namely material, labor, and overhead. Finally,
the collection of all cost information in summary reports
will be investigated.
Before describing the manufacturing processes, how-
ever, some background information of the cotton textile
industry will be included.
B. Background Information
1 • Historical
Since 1900 the rapid improvement in production
facilities has brought about considerable change in the
.,
.
.
.
’
-9
economic conditions of the cotton textile industry. Auto-
matic looms, high speed spooling and warping, and improved
lighting are only a few of the changes. The use of the
multiple labor shift in place of the single shift has also
contributed to the increase in production. Out of these many
improvements came a more intensified competition which brought
about a greater need for accurate costs, because without a
knowledge of exact costs it is impossible to ascertain whether
or not the selling prices established as a result of the
competitive market are sufficient to cover costs and profit
of a particular company.^ If they are not sufficient, a
mill must decide whether to risk a rise in price which may
bring lower sales or to make efforts to reduce costs. In
either case, it is obvious that the sooner the detection and
correction of operation at a loss, the smaller the amount of
loss incurred.
"As in so many other fields, standard cost tech-
niques have proved of great value in overcoming the account-
ing problems posed by the technical difficulties peculiar to
„2
textile manufacture. Despite the age and importance of the
cotton textile industry in Massachusetts, few people have
seen fit to consider the necessity for improved methods of
1* Cotton Textile Institute Committee on Costs,
Cotton Textile Costs
,
Installment Number 2, (The Cotton
textile Institute, Inc., New York, I9U.6 ) , p#
2. Editor f s Comment on the following article: "A
Standard Cost Application in the Textile Industry," National
Association of Cost Accountants Bulletin. Aug. 1. 19ES
.
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cost computation. Only recently, since the consolidation of
independent mills, has the development of better cost methods
been considered.^
2 . Types of Cotton Manufactur
i
ng Concerns
There are six types of cotton textile manufactur-
ers. The first is the spinning mill, in which the raw
cotton is made into yarn and sold to knitters, weavers, and
manufacturers of wire insulators, thread, twine, and mops.
The second type consists of narrow fabric weaving and braiding
concerns which make tapes, webbing, laces, and woven cloth
labels. The next group comprises the broad fabric weavers, who
make tapestries, towels, damasks, draperies, upholstery, and
specialty fabrics. The fourth is the spinning and broad
fabrics concern, which is the most important group. Grey
and colored yarn goods of all kinds are manufactured by this
group and sold to converters, cutters, and industrial users.
The fifth type comprises those who spin, weave, and finish
their own material. Sometimes, however, this group purchases
goods woven by another company and finishes them. Finally,
there are those companies who specialize in finishing, which
consists of bleaching, dyeing, and printing of fabrics, on
their own account or for converters on a commission basis
1 . Ib id
.
2. (Totton From Raw Material to Finished Product,
(The Cotton Textile Institute, Inc., New "Ycr k, 1939T, pp.
~
19-20.
I.
.
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Altho-ugh the writer will discuss standard costs as
they apply to the fourth group, the cost systems of all
these groups are relatively similar.
..
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II. DESCRIPTION OP MANUFACTURING PROCESSES1
Some knowledge of the cotton textile industry is
necessary before one can understand the standard cost system
it uses. The terminology peculiar to the industry appears
in the glossary. This chapter is not meant to be a technical
treatise on spinning and weaving, but rather to furnish an
adequate picture of the various steps in the manufacturing
processes so that the application of the cost principles can
be understood.
A . Spinning
1 . Ginning
Immediately after picking, the cotton is taken to
the ginning machine, which clears the fibers of the cotton
seeds. The Whitney type gin, the most widely used, consists
of rotating circular saws set on a horizontal shaft and
separated by discs. Reaching down from above are forks which
prevent the seeds from passing between the saw blades. The
seeds are collected and used for manufacturing cotton seed
oil, while the short fibers, which cling to the seeds, are
used in the manufacture of shatter proof glass, explosives,
and plastics. After ginning, the cotton is transferred to
baling machines which bind it into large bales weighing from
475 to 500 pounds.
1. Adapted from Cotton Prom Raw Material to
Finished Product.
.•
__
.
,
.
.
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2. Opening and Picking
In the opening room the hales are torn open, and
the cotton is hand fed into a breaker. Cotton from different
localities may differ slightly in texture, causing variations
in the grade of the finished product. To avoid such varia-
tions, several bales are opened at one time, and armfuls of
cotton are taken from each bale in rotation and fed into the
breaker. The breaker contains a spiked roller which tears
the matted cotton into pieces about the size of a man's fist.
A conveyor belt carries the cotton to vertical openers which
tear it into finer parts and eliminate dust, seed, and dirt
particles. One large cotton mill collects about 1100 pounds
of dirt and dust per day from the openers. 1
The picker machine continues the cleaning process,
eliminating more dust and dirt. The cotton is then beat down
loosely on a set of grid bars and passed over a barrel-shaped
screen through which more dust and dirt falls
.
The cotton
comes out of this first group of pickers in a lap and is
rolled on a drum about forty inches long and eighteen inches
in diameter. At this point the cotton begins to take a
familiar form - that of a big ball of cotton batting. To
be certain that the fibers are absolutely free of all foreign
materials, the laps are fed, four at a time, into a second
1. Clive Jarvis, The Story of Pequot,
Berkeley Press of Boston, 1934)
,
p. TO.
(The
..
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group of pickers, called the "finisher pickers". As a result
of combining these four laps, the cotton emerges in a much
denser form than it did from the first group of pickers.
3. Carding
Before cotton can be spun into yarn, the fibers
must be lined up so that all are pointing in the same direction.
Carding is the first step in this process . The carding
machine consists of one small and two large cylinders which
are covered with thousands of fine wire teeth much like over-
sized brushes with very fine, short bristles. The lap is
passed very slowly between the large and small cylinders, and
the fine teeth, acting as brushes, not only set the fibers
in some semblance of parallel order, but also eliminate the
fibers which are too short for use as yarn. The cotton comes
off the cylinders in a thin sheet, resembling a spider's web,
and is drawn together into an untwisted, rope-like strand
about as large in diameter as a broom hsndle. This strand
is called a sliver. If a higher grade yam which requires no
combing is desired, the sliver is run through the carding
machine a second time. The short fibers are collected and
sold as waste or may be combined with good cotton and re-
processed, producing a product of lower quality and less
tensile strength.
4 • Combing
To produce yarns of especially high quality -
smooth, light, and strong, - the cotton must be combed. This
,
,
.
.
•-
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«
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process is similar to carding. All undersized fibers and
foreign material are removed with even more care than in the
carding process. In preparation for combing, the sliver
which came from the carding machine is put through a ribbon
lapper. This machine returns the cotton to a lap of even
thickness. Because of the extreme care taken in cleaning
the cotton during combing, there is a high waste factor -
about 15$. 1
5, Drawing
In the last process, an attempt was made to put
the fibers into parallel order. The drawing process com-
pletes this work so that the slivers emerging from the draw-
ing frames are composed of fibers all pointing in the same
direction. Eight slivers at a time are fed into the first
group of frames which combines them into one at a series of
small rollers, each roller being about one and one quarter
inches in diameter. The sliver is passed between pairs of
rollers set in series. In order to pull the fibers parallel,
each set of rollers in the series rotates at a progressively
faster speed, the variations in speed creating the pulling
effect on the sliver. Although eight slivers are fed into
the machine, only one sliver, of the same diameter as any of
the eight which entered the machine, emerges.
1. Cotton From Raw Material to Finished Product,
op . cit
. , p. 55V
’
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Into another group of drawing frames, six slivers
which came from the last group of frames are fed. The same
drawing process is performed again, and once more only one
sliver of the same diameter as entered the frame comes out.
This final sliver still has the same weight per yard as it
did at the beginning of the process.
6 . Roving
The first machine in the roving orocess - the
slubber - performs an operation similar to drawing. The
sliver is fed between a series of rollers which rotate at
progressively faster speeds, but this time only one sliver
at a time is processed. At this stage the fibers are also
given a slight twist, which gradually changes them into yarn.
As a result of the pulling effect of the rollers, the sliver
was reduced in diameter to about the size of a pencil .
^
When
the sliver comes from the slubber, it is wound on bobbins and
receives the new designation of "roving”.
Two bobbins are fed into a roving frame which performs
the same operation as the slubber, drawing the roving into
a smaller diameter and giving it additional twisting. Each
additional twist increases the strength of the roving, in
t
preparation for spinning.
From the roving frame two bobbins are taken and
fed into the fly frame. The same process of drawing and twist-
ing the roving is repeated at a greater speed. While the size
1. Jarvis, Op. Cit., p. 14.
_A
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of the roving remains the same as the diameter of a pencil,
its strength is increased. As a result of all the twisting,
the roving at last begins to resemble thread - a very-
coarse thread.
7. Spinning
Now that all of the fibers are pointing in the same
direction and partially twisted, they are strong enough to
be spun into thread. Two bobbins of roving, from the fly
frame, ere fed into the spinning frame which both reduces
the diameter of the roving and gives it additional twist.
This operation is like that of the roving frame except that
the speed of the rollers and the amount of twist are greater.
The number of times that the roving passes through a spinning
frame depends upon the size of the yarn desired. Since yarn
size is determined by the number of yards per pound, a coarse
yarn of 800 yards per pound is put through fewer spinning
frames than a fine yarn of 2000 yards per pound. The
finished thread is wound on bobbins which are set on spin-
dles. Incidentally, the measurement of mill capacity and
mill output is expressed as so many "spindles" per week,
month, or year.
The spinning frames are divided into two groups -
those which spin warp yarns, and those which spin fill yarns.
Warp yarns run longitudinally on a weaving loom and must be
stronger than the fill yarns. To make them so, the yarn receives
a higher degree of twist than fill yarn and additional process-
ing, which will be described in later paragraphs. The fill yarn is
,
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tbat which rims laterally on the weaving loom. It is inter-
laced between the warp yarn during the weaving operation.
Since it does not have to be as strong as warp yarn, less
twist is required. Upon completion of the spinning opera-
tion, filling yarn requires no further processing.
B. Weaving
1. Warp Preparation
a. Spooling
The weaving process requires a tremendous amount
of warp thread during one day of operation. Since a bobbin
contains only 4,000 yards of thread ^ some means must be
provided for collecting a larger quantity of thread. Other-
wise, a worker would be required to attend each loom, which
would be an expensive procedure. As the first step toward
collecting larger quantities of thread, the bobbin is trans-
ferred to the spooler. The bobbins are set on the spooler
by hand. The long frame with a bank of spindles on each side
of it, upon which bobbins of thread are placed, is known as
the spooling frame. Prom a track around the top of this
machine is suspended a knotting machine, which moves along
the track under its own power and automatically ties the end
of the thread from the bobbin to the thread on a large spool,
- or "cheese" - secured above the bobbin. The thread already
on the cheese is some not used during a previous warping
1 Jarvis, On. Pit
.
, p. 17
-.
.
’
.
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process, If the thread breaks during the winding nrocess,
the knot tying machine automatically reties the parted ends
as it passes. When the cheese is wound to capacity - 24,000
yards'1 - it automatically stops. The cheese is removed by
hand and replaced by an empty one,
b. Warping
The warper is the final step in the process of
collecting large quantities of thread for weaving. The
cheeses are placed in a large machine called a "creel' 1 . For
p
a mill making sheeting, 350 cheeses are set in the creel.
*
The threads from the respective cheeses are drawn through
the creel and wound around a large drum called the "warp beam".
The drum will wind 24,000 yards of thread which will be 350
threads wide.' If at any time during the winding, one thread
breaks, the beam will stop automatically until a tender comes
along and ties the broken ends. The beam automatically stops
when filled.
c
.
Slashing
The slashing process consists of coating the warp
threads with a thin coating of sizing to nrevent breakage,
due to chafing, during the weaving process. The exact number
of threads to be used in the weaving process is unwound from
the warper beam, put through the sizing solution, dried by
1
.
2 .
3.
Ibid.
Tarvis, Op. Git.
Ibid.
p. 17.
.-
.
.
.
-
,
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'
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passing around steam heated cylinders, and rewound on loom
beams •
d • Tying- in
This term refers to the process of drawing each
warp thread end through the eye of the heddle^ of a loom
harness
2
in preparation for weaving. If the same pattern is
to be continued, the work would consist of t ying the thread
ends to the remaining ends of the woven warp, which are still
threaded through the eyes of the heddle,
2 . Weaving
Weaving consists of "the interlacing of two systems
of threads crossing each other at right angles", the warp
threads running lengthwise and the filling threads running
crosswise. The loom consists of the loom beam with the warp
threads wound on it; the harness with the warp threads fed
through the eyes of the heddle; the shuttle; the battery hand;
and the drum on which is wound the finished cloth. The
shuttle contains the bobbin of filling thread as it came from
the spinning frame. It has not been rewound on spools of
larger capacity as was done with the warping thread. The
shuttle shoots from side to side of the loom when the harness
raises and lowers certain threads in accordance with the
style being woven. On some sheeting looms, the shuttle makes
1, See Glossary,
2 , Ibid .
3, TTotton From Raw Material To Finished Product
,
Op
.
Cit
. , p. 3in
- — ’ ' " "
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104 trips per minute. The battery hand is filled with
bobbins which automatically feed into the buttle as the
bobbin in use is emptied. To prevent the edges of the woven
cloth from unraveling, a slight variation in the weave is
made, creating selvage. The selvage is woven from waste
thread accumulated from partially wound bobbins in the
spooling process.
The term "pick" which is used in cost accounting
is derived from this process. A pick is a single strand of
filling yarn which is interlaced through the warp thread by
the shuttle. 1 A definite length of cloth is measured by
the number of picks in it.
3. Trimming and Inspection
Trimming and inspection of the cloth are carried
on at the same time by a cloth inspector. The rolled cloth
is brought from the loom to the cloth room by hand where it
is placed at the foot of a high table, much like a drafting
table. The cloth is fed up the back of the table and down
over the desk. An inspector removes grease stains which
were picked up during the weaving process and marks imper-
fections in the weave by inserting a piece of colored twine
in the selvage opposite the imperfection. After inspection,
the cloth is graded as first quality, second quality, short
•lengths, remnants, or rags. It is then folded and wrapped
1. TJ. S. Employment Service, Job Descriptions For
the Cotton Textile Industry, (U.S.Oovernmeht-Prin€ing O'f'fFc e
,
Washington ,~T3'.C
, ,
l§37T t~ p . 310
.
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in burlap cloth for shipment to the bleachery. If the
bleachery were located in the same group of buildings, the
wrapping of the cloth would be unnecessary.
C. Measurement Term?,
It is necessary that the meanings of a few terms
referring to the measurement and grading of cotton be under-
stood. They are used as a part of the cost accounting system.
1 . Count
The meaning of this term depends upon the circum-
stances under which it is used. In one instance it refers
to the number of picks and warp ends per inch of cloth. ^ For
example, a piece of cloth referred to as 48 X 40 is one con-
taining 48 picks and 40 warp ends per inch of cloth. The
term "count” is also used in reference to "hanks”, as ex-
plained below.
2. Hank
A pound of yarn is called a hank. The number of
yards of yarn per pound, or hank, varies with the type of
textile and also with the type of yarn (coarse or fine). In
order to differentiate between a hank of cotton or wool, for
example, or between a hank of coarse or fine cotton, a sys-
tem of counting has been devised. This system uses the word
"count". Each textile has a "base" number of yards of yarn
per pound which is referred to as a count of 1. For cotton
1. TJ. S. Employment Service, On. Cit., p. 307.
2. Ibid.
..
_
.
_ .
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this number is 840 yards To designate five pounds of
cotton containing 840 yards per pound, one would refer to
five hanks of cotton with a count of 1. To obtain five
pounds of cotton containing 8400 yards per pound, one would
request five hanks of number 10 cotton, s ince 8400 is equal
to 840 times 10.
3# Grade s of Cotton2
Cotton is graded according to its variation in
color attributes, amount of foreign matter, ginning prepar-
ation, and lengths of fibers,
various grades
:
Grade No. 1
Grade No. 2
Grade No. 3
Grade No. 4
Grade No. 5
Grade No. 6
Grade No. 7
Grade No
.
8
Grade No. 9
Below is a list of the
Middling fair
Strict good middling
Good middling
Strict middling
Middling
Strict low middling
Low middling
Strict good ordinary
Good ordinary
The quotations on the open cotton market are based
upon Grade No. 5 - middling. The manner in which the prices
of the other grades are arrived at is discussed in Chapter V
in the section dealing with raw materials.
1 . Ibid
. , p . 309
•
2. Cotton Prom Raw Material To Finished Product,
Op . Pit . , p. 'fl
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III. DEVELOPMENT. PURPOSE, AND NATUREW'S~ffANDARD COST^SYSTEMg^
On© of the chief aims in cost accounting is to
furnish management with accurate data from vhich to deter-
mine manufacturing and selling policies.^ Upon these data
rest the success or failure of a company. There are two
basic systems of costing which attempt to compile accurate
data, namely historical and standard cost systems. The
latter is a derivation of the former and came about as a
result of the attempts to overcome the inadequacies of his-
torical costs.
A • Historical Costs
1 . Definition
Historical costs, the forerunner to standard
costs, is a system whereby the actual costs are accumulated
from the production records after the completion of produc-
tion •
2. Nature
The main feature characterizing historical costs
is the fact that cost data are received by the executive
from ten days to three weeks behind production schedule. At
this time, the reports are of little use in correcting effi-
ciency, because losses due to Inefficiencies have been piling
1. Charles F. Schlatter, Advanced Cost Accounting,
(John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 1939 ) , p. 34.
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up for more than a month.1 No better title could be chosen
for such a system because the production costs are past
history by the time they have been determined. They pertain
to production which took place a few weeks ago, not a few
days ago or currently. Even after the reports have been re-
ceived, the plant manager must take additional time to inter-
pret the results before they can be of any value to him.
To describe further the inherent time lag in the
historical system, the following is a picture of the work
involved in the compilation of cost records. Material, labor,
and overhead costs are summarized on each job order or
department cost sheet sometime after the work has been com-
pleted. This procedure is not done in conjunction with
production but after production. The amount of work involved
in calculating the cost of material, labor, and overhead is
so great that it is impossible for cost reports to be com-
pleted as fast as units are produced. For example, each
requisition for material must be priced and tabulated on a
summary sheet; the labor cost per job or per department must
be computed on a piece rate or hourly basis with additional
premiums as bonuses or overtime being taken into considera-
tion before the cost can be recorded on a summary sheet; and
finally, the overhead items must be distributed, that is,
allocated to the various jobs or production departments
1. Ibid., p. 102
..
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before being summarized. By the time this work has been
completed, the units to which it applies have long since
been oroduced.
B. Development of Standard Cos ts
via Predetermined Costs
1, Need for Improvement over Historical Costs
Since executives were dissatisfied in many instances
with the time lag between the production of units and the
completion of cost reports, they had accountants attempt to
devise systems of accounting for current costs. The first
step towards improvement was the development of a system
whereby costs were established in advance of production on
the basis of a detailed study of the capability of a plant
and its employees to produce an estimated number of units
with a specified amount of material at certain costs. That
system--an embryonic standard cost system—made it possible
for the executive to know the costs of units almost as soon
as they were produced. It was called predetermined costs.
2 • Predetermined Costs
a
.
Nature
In order to predetermine costs before the start of
production, the following procedure was used. Prior to be-
ginning each job or process, management estimated the amount
of material which would be used at a certain price, the
amount of labor needed at a specified rate, and the costs of
overhead, all of these estimates being based upon the current

-27-
work to be done or the current number of units to be pro-
duced. For the next job order, or in the following -year for
process work, the production costs would be estimated again
based upon the current expectations of material, labor, and
overhead costs,
b , Advantages
This s7/-stem was an improvement over the historical
cost system in that it was possible to determine the cost of
production almost as fast as units were proceed. Plant
efficiency could be measured more accurately because a cost
had been established which could be used as a common base
for comparison with actual costs. In historical costs, there
is no ccnmon base upon which costs can be compared.-^
3, Development of Standard Cost s
A further step towards a system which would oro-
vide accurate control of costs was the standard cost system.
This differs from predetermined costs in that costs before
production are established on a more scientific basis with a
view to making the estimates usable over a period of years.
Scientific studies are made of material and labor time re-
quirements as a basis for setting up standards. Greater
care is exercised in making the standards than in predeter-
mining costs. As a result, plant efficiency can be
determined more accurately, and better control can be exacted
1. Cecil M, Gillespie, Acco unt ing Procedure for
Standard Costs
,
(The Ronald Press Company, New York, 19351
,
p. 2.
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over all costs* Since the base for comparison with actual
costs is the result of a more detailed and scientific
analysis of the mill costs than the base used in a pre-
determined cost system, it is more representative of the
actual mill costs*
C* Definition and Nature of Standard Costs
1* Establishment of Standards
Standard costs are a form of predetermined costs
which have been arrived at through a scientific study and
analysis of production requirements and are established on a
long run basis. It is intended that they be used until a
change is required in a base--for example, a change in labor
rates, a decrease in labor time due to the Installation of
new, faster equipment, or a change in method of processing.
Such a change may not be required for two or three years. The
material requirements for units produced is based on a study
of the most economical use of material with careful analysis
of the waste factor. This study is usually made by indus-
1
trial engineers of the company or by outside engineers.
The labor cost is based upon time studies made of individual
jobs, the labor rates being established in most cases by
union contract. The overhead cost is derived through a
careful estimate of manufacturing expenses and their distri-
bution among the various production departments.
"A standard cost is one which represents an amount
1. Cecil M. Gillespie, 0£. Clt * , p* 2.
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that can be taken as typical of the cost of an article or
other cost factor, and that can he used with substantial
accuracy for managerial and cost control purposes.''
1
These
costs, scientifically determined, are the expected results
of producing goods under the best possible conditions of
which the machinery and laborers are capable. The standards
are not supposed to be a goal which can be reached only under
ideal circumstances. They represent the lowest possible cost
at which work can be done with the available plant and facil-
ities. The limitations of equipment and workers are taken
2
into consideration along with reasonable material wastage.
2 • Standards as a Bas is for Cost Control
Standard costs, like any other standard, serve as
a model for comparison with actual costs, thus providing for
cost control and making it possible to maintain a high pro-
duction efficiency. For each item of cost, a standard has
been set up which serves as a base for comparison with the
actual cost. At the end of each accounting period, which
may be one week, four wee ks, or a calendar month, the actual
costs incurred are compared with the base. The variations
are noted, analyzed to determine their cause and location.
1. W. B. Lawrence, Cos t Accounting
,
revised
edition, (Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York/ -!93 7) , p. 328.
2. W. 0. Dressel, How Proper Cost Information Can
Increase Profits, (National Association of" 5osnE~7TccbuntanTs~
Bulletin, Sept. 15, 1945), p. 77.
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and corrected as soon as possible. The variations can be
traced to specific operations in a department or to the oper-
ations of a particular individual, as in the case of time
labor variations. As a result, it is possible to hold in-
dividuals responsible for increases in their respective
costs. On the other hand, the use of standards makes it
possible to locate groups whose costs are less than the stan-
dards, thus providing a means of measuring achievements
Under historical costing, the attention of manage-
ment is focused on the end cost of the iroduct, since the
cost of making the units can only be determined after manu-
facturing has been completed. At that time, efforts can be
made to control costs, but the time lag between the date of
manufacturing and the date cost records are available makes
it possible for production inefficiencies to cause losses
which in many cases could have been prevented.
With a system of standards, on the other hand,
attention is centered on several points at which inefficien-
cies can be noted and steps taken to nrevont further losses.
Since operating costs are watched by departments through the
use of departmental cost sheets, variations from the standard
are noted immediately by comparing the actual with the stan-
dard cost. Steps are taken to remedy the variations, where
possible, shortly after they are noted. For example, if the
1. Charles F. Schlatter, Ojd. Clt.
,
p. 105
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labor cost in the spinning center exceeds the standard for a
period, an investigation may show that the doffers are taking
more than the standard time to replace full spindles with
empty ones because they are not properly trained. Steps can
be taken to give them the proper training immediately, which
tends to eliminate the variation.
3 . Variations from Standards
Another feature which characterizes the standard
cost system is its method of handling variations from stan-
dards. These standard "costs are the nearest possible
approach to the true cost of the goods produced or in
process, and
. . .
any excess of actual over standard
cost is a waste and therefore a loss . . . ." If the
standards are treated as operating data, the loss is recorded
in variation accounts for material, labor, and overhead and
closed to the Profit and Loss account at the end of the year.
The theory behind this method of handling variations is that
the loss belongs to the production period in which it
occurred and should not be carried to future periods as a
part of the cost of inventories, since inventories are to
reflect standard costs only. If the standards are used as
memorandum information, the loss is merely recognized as a
cost variation for control purposes with efforts being made
to reduce or eliminate it v/here possible.
1. Charles P. Schlatter, Op. Cit., p. 132.
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The wastage and inefficiencies mentioned above have
several causes. Production far the ueriod may have been
higher or lower than the amount upon which the standards are
based. A change in the methods of processing the units
creates a variation because more or less time or material is
required. Variations in the efficiency of the foremen in
running their departments result in cost differences.^ The
pfollowing is a list of some other causes of variation:
"a. Poor quality material
b. Lack of materials of proper kinds and quantities
c. Poor facilities for the transportation of
materials about the plant
d. Poorly trained workmen
e. Dissatisfied workmen
f. Poor working conditions as to light, heat, and
ventilation
g. Incorrect instructions
h. Inc ompetent supervision
i. Incorrect shop and production orders
j. Faulty routing of work through the plant
k. Worn out machinery
l. Poorly designed, located, or adjusted machinery
and equipment
m. Failure of power
n. Lack of sales orders"
D. Advantages and Disadvantages
of Standard Costs
1 . Reduction in Clerical Work
Once the system has been established, standard
costs far surpass historical costs in every way. One advan-
tage is that they reduce the amount of clerical work required
1. William E. Perry, Case Study of a Standard Cost
System, (National Association of ’Cos t Accountants Bulletin,
^epTember 1, 1940, No. 1), p. 21.
2. Charles F. Schlatter, Op. Cit., p. 125.
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in computing costs. Recurring items in accounting procedure
are recorded in summary form by departments or are printed
on material requisitions, labor time tickets, or overhead
cost sheets instead of being determined and recorded separ-
ately for each order. A few examples of this are such items
as quantity per unit oroduced, material orice, labor rate,
overhead distribution rates, and overhead c ost With a de-
crease in the amount of clerical work comes a decrease in the
cost of operating this system because fev/er employees are
required to handle the work.
2 • Cost Control
For reasons previously described, standard costs
provide for better cost control than do historical costs,
making it possible to maintain a much higher production effi-
ciency.
3 • fluide In the Determination of Sales Policie s
In highly competitive industries, a standard cost
system is a great aid in determining sales policies. With
accurate knowledge of expected costs, 1 1 is possible to de-
termine the lowest sales price that can be established to
cover costs and a reasonable profit for the estimated year
1
s
sales
1. C, F. G-amber, The Relationship between Stan-
dard and Actual Costs, (National As soci at'fon of ""Cos"t
So co untan €s Bulletin, April 1, 1946), p. 676.
2. Eric A. Camman, Basic Stan dard Costs,
(American Institute Publishing Co., Inc., New York 1932),
p. 12.
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4 • Expense Involved in a standard Goat System
The objections to standard costs are minor when
compared to its attributes. The establishment of a system of
standard costs is considered by some to be a difficult and
expensive procedure. Yet those who install the system look
upon it as an investment which will pay far* itself many times
over in the form of more efficient cost control, decrease in
clerical expenses, and determination of wise sales policies.^
5. Tnaccuracie s Involved in a Standard Cos t Sys tem
The fact that inaccuracies and poor judgment in
estimating costs can make the system a complete failure is
sometimes regarded as a disadvantage of standard costs. How-
ever, this can be prevented by engaging people who are
experienced in setting up such a system. Engineers can be
employed to determine the amount of material required to
process a unit, time studies can be made of the wcrk, and
overhead costs can be established by people who are experts
in that field. A poorly set up system is worse than no
system at all, and in the long run can force a comnsny out of
business because its costs are incorrect.
^
6. Inaccuracy of Inventory; Valuation
A third disadvantage of standard cost systems lies
in the fact that some accountants oppose the practice of
1. C, F. Gamber, Op
.
Git., p. 676.
2. Jeremiah Lockwood and Arthur Maxwell, Textile
Costing, (Textile Foundation, Washington, D. C., 19387, p, 94.
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valuing inventories at standard on the grounds that they
should he carried at actual cost. They believe that the
variations in the form of wastage and prodiction ineffi-
ciencies are costs of manufacturing the goods and should be
shown as such in the inventories. In using standard costs,
these opponents would set up memo accounts for the standards,
keeping actual costs in the regular accounts. Such a pro-
cedure would be called a system of cost standards rather than
standard costs.
^
E. Accounting Procedure^
"
Tor Standard Cos ts
1 . Cost Centers
The first step in setting up accounting for
standards is to divide the plant into departments or cost
centers. The centers usually chosen are logical division
points between steps of production where the material, labor,
-and overhead costs can be collected and analyzed for control
purposes as well as for cost accounting purposes. There may
be one or more cost centers to a manufacturing department,
depending on where the logical division points occur.
2 . Me thod s of Recor ding Standard Cost s
There are three basic methods of recording standard
costs on the books.
a. Method I -- Standard Cos ts as Memor andum
Information
When using this method, both the actual and stan-
dard costs are recorded in the accounts, the standards
1. Charles F. Schlatter, On. Cit
. ,
p. 132,
..
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being entered in the form of memo notations. There is little
practical value in this method because it doubles the cleri-
cal work. Not only the journal entries but also the ledger
accounts, material requisitions, and labor tickets show both
standard and actual costs. Under this method, the standards
are used only for control purposes . The following entries
illustrate the procedure far recording the costs:
DEBIT CREDIT
STANDARD ACTUAL ACTUAL STANDARD
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
1 .
XX Material Inventory
Accounts Payable XX
To record purchases.
2 .
XX Work in Process
Materials Inventory XX XX
To record issue of
materials
.
3 .
XX Direct Labor
Payroll Accrued XX
To record direct
payroll accrued.
4
.
XX Variable Expenses
Supplies XX XX
Indirect Labor XX XX
Other Variable Overhead XX XX
To close out expen-
ses to control account.
5
.
XX Fixed Expenses
Reserve for Depreciation XX
Prepaid Insurance XX
Other Fixed Overhead XX
To record fixed
overhead.
,.
«
.
.
,
.
«
.
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DEBIT CREDIT
STANDARD ACTUAL ACTUAL STANDARD
XX
6
.
XX Work in Process
Direct Labor XX
To close direct
labor to work in process.
XX
XX
7.
XX Work in Process
Variable Expense XX
To close out var-
iable expense.
XX
8 .
XX XX Work in Process
XX Loss Due to Idle Time
Fixed Expenses XX XX
To close out fixed
expenses at standard rates,
charging under-applied
expense to Idle Time.
9.
XX XX Cost of Goods Sold
Work in Process XX XX
To record transfer
of work in process to
cost of goods sold.
From these entries, postings of both actual and standard
costs are made to the accounts.^
b. Method II -- Standard Cos t s Recor ded a s Operating
Inf ormation.
Under this method, the standard costs are recorded
in the accounts as operating data with variation accounts
being used to reconcile the differences between actual and
standard costs. The object of this procedure is to center
1. John J. W. Neuner, Cos
t
Account ing, (Richard
D. Irwin, Inc., Chicago 1942) p. 512-514.
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attention on controlling cost variations. There are two
plans of recording standards in this method, depending on
the degree of accuracy with which the variations are to he
measured.
(1) Recording of General Variations
.
Three accounts are set up to collect the material,
labor, and overhead variations. Upon making a purchase, the
material is taken up at actual cost, but when issued to
process, it is charged at standard cost to Work in Process
and credited to Material Inventory at actual cost, the
difference going to Cost Variation - Material account. Labor
is charged to Work in Process at standard and credited to
Payroll Accrued at actual, with Cost Variation - Direct Labor
absorbing the difference. In the case of overhead. Work in
Process is charged at standard and Overhead Applied is
credited with standard rates multiplied by actual hours of
operating cost while Overhead Efficiency Variation takes up
the difference. In this general method, the variation
accounts do not show the break-down into the causes for varia-
tion, such as price and quantity variation of material and
labor, or budget and efficiency variations of overhead. 1
(2) Recording of Spec ific Variations
.
The second plan of recording standards does take
into consideration in the accounts the causes of variation.
. John J. W. Neuner
,
Op
. Cit
.
,
p. 317.1

This procedure entails a little more clerical w’crk, hut the
advantage of having detailed cost analysis available, off-
sets the disadvantage of the added work. Since materials
issued are priced at standard, requisitions need only carry
the quantity issued. Also, on labor tickets only the time
needs to be noted since the rate is standard. The factory
overhead is charged at standard rates also. This plan in-
volves the most complete use of standard cost procedures.
Subsidiary material ledgers can be dispensed with because
only physical quantities need be recorded. Variations are
recorded as soon as they occur, making it possible to
correct their causes before they become large losses. The
following entries are representative of those used under
plan two to record production costs and the variations.
DEBIT CREDIT
1 .
Materials
Material Price Variation
Accounts Payable
To record the purchase of
materials at more or less than standard
prices
.
2 .
Work in Process XX
Material Quantity Variation XXor XX
Materials XX
To record issue of materials
at standard cost at more or less than
standard quantity.
XX
XXor XX
XX
3 .
Direct Label?
Direct Labor Price Variation
Accrued Payroll
XX
XXor XX
XX
%.
?
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DEBTT CREDIT
3. (Cont.)
To record the payroll charging
Direct Labor with actual hours at standard
rates, and crediting Accrued Payroll at
actual hours and actual rates.
4.
Work in Process XX
Direct Labor Quantity Variation XXor XX
Direct Labor XX
To record direct labor, charging
Work in Process with standard hours at
standard rates and crediting Direct Labor
at actual hours at standard rates.
5.
Factory Overhead XX
Factory Overhead Items XX
To close overhead expense
accounts
.
6
.
Work in Process XX
Factory Overhead Efficiency Variation XXor XX
Factory Overhead Applied XX
To record overhead applied.
charging Work in Process with standard
hours at standard rates and crediting
Factory Overhead Applied with actual
hours at standard rates.
7.
Factory Overhead Applied
Factory Overhead Capacity Variation
Factory Overhead Budget Variation
Factory Overhead
To close overhead applied and
overhead expense, is cording capacity and
budget variations.
8
.
Finished Goods
Work in Process
To record goods finished at
standard cost.
XX
XXor XX
XXor XX
XX
XX
XX
Under this method the inventories are all carried at standard
costs
1. John J. W. Neuner, Op. Cit., p. 517, 523 - 527
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c. Method III — Standard Cos ts in Memorandum
Accounts
.
A third method of accounting for standards is
similar to the first in that both actual and standard costs
are recorded. As in Method I, the standard costs are used
for control purposes only, not for operational data. In this
case, however, they are kept in memorandum accounts rather
than as memo entries in regular accounts.
At the end of the accounting period, cr annually,
the variation accounts are closed to the Profit and Loss
account. Some accountants close the variations to Cost of
Goods Sold hut this makes the financial statements incorrect
if they are to represent standards because the Cost of Gonds
Sold is not at standard. It is a mixture of both standard
and actual costs. 1
If it is desired to show the statements at actual
cost when the accounts carry the inventories at standard, it
is necessary to adjust the standards to actual by the follow-
ing procedure. The percentage relat ionships of the actual
material, labor, and overhead costs to their respective
standards are determined. For Work in Process, Finished
Goods Inventory, and Cost of Goods Sold the material, labor
and overhead components in each, carried at standard, are
separated and multiplied by the percentages obtained above.
The results are the actual costs of these items. Then, to
1. Charles F. Schlatter, Op. Cit., p. 139.
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collect those items which have been separated, the material,
labor, and overhead elements applying to the respective in-
ventories and cost of sales are added to obtain the total
actual costs.
^
P
.
Summary
Standard costs are the results of a detailed study
and estimate of the costs of production. They make it possi-
ble to determine whether a. certain sales price should cover
costs and r allow a reasonable profit. The standards
should be neither too difficult nor too easy to attain. In
the former instance, they tend to be disregarded because
they cannot be reached, and in the second instance, effi-
ciency is not high since little effort is required to meet
the costs, .standards that represent a high attainment
in the particular plant, with the facilities and methods of
manufacture in use, prove to be the most successful in in-
p
creasing efficiency and economy,..''.
1. Ibid., p. 138.
2. Charles F. Schlatter, Og. Cit
. , p. 108.
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IV. THE ADAPTABILITY OF STANDARD COSTS
TO^TOTTON SPiNlfl rlG~TnT) WAVING
A. Reasons for the Adaptability of Standards to
Cotton Spinning and Weaving
1. One Main Produc t
Since this industry produces one product that is
composed of one material, it lends itself quite readily to
a standard cost system. The costs for the various depart-
ments can be set up and charged to the one product, while
in industries producing several products, it is necessary
to maintain records far work done on all products as well
as determine bases which can be used to distribute indirect
costs equitably to all products and departments
.
This
entails more clerical work and cost per product than in a
one product concern.
2 • One Direct Material
Costing for spinning and weaving mills in the
cotton textile industry lends itself easily to the use of
standards because the one main product is derived from one
direct material. Raw cotton which enters processing emerges
as unbleached cotton cloth. It is still the basic material
started, but is merely in a different form with the addition
of a little sizing which helps prevent the threads from
breaking during the weaving process. In each department, it
is necessary only to estimate the cost of labor and overhead
for processing one pound of cotton, one pound being the
basic unit of production. There is no need to allocate the
.-
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standard costs of labor and overhead to units A, B, C, etc.,
but only to the one item.
3. Definite Processes as Cost Centers
Another feature which makes feasible the use of
standards is that the manufacturing process in spinning and
weaving mills is made up of several definite steps. These
steps are natural choices for cost centers: openers through
pickers; cards; drawing; slubbers; intermediates; spinning,
—warp and filling; spoolers; warpers; slashers; tying-in;
weave room; and cloth room.-- In each of these centers, the
labor and overhead costs are accumulated and broken down to
a per pound basis for the purpose of cost control, making it
possible to trace variations from the standards to specific
points of production.
4. Uniform Output of Machines
Since most of the work is done by machines, it is
possible to determine a standard production for each cost
center based upon the speed of the machines.
For those machines which require workers to feed
them the raw material or to replace filled spindles or
bobbins with empty ones, it is necessary to make a study of
the best procedure a laborer should follow in performing the
work. Then after determining the various periods of time it
1. Cotton Textile Institute Committee on Costs,
Cotton Textile Costs t Installment Number 5, (The Cotton
'Textile Institute, Tnc
.,
New York, 1947), p. 7.
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takes for different workers to perform a certain task in tbe
prescribed manner, a standard production is set up on an
hourly basis which the majority of workers can meet.
5 * Need for Determination of Sales Policies
Since the cotton industry is so highly competitive,
it is necessary that accurate costs be available for use in
attempting to set a sales price which will at least meet
competitors* prices and also enable the mill to make some
profit. The use of standards makes it possible to determine
the lowest price which should cover costs and allow for some
profit. They are especially useful in the textile industry
because so many of its sales contracts are made in advance of
production. If an accurate estimate of the cost were not
available, an incorrect calculation of the expected cost
might mean a large loss to the mill.
1
B. Establishing Standards in a Typical Mill
To illustrate further the adaptability of standard
costs to this industry, a brief description of the establish-
ment of standards in a typical mill follows.
1. Appointment of Cost Centers
In preparation for setting up a system of stan-
dards, it is necessary to first establish a grouping of
operations which will serve as collection groups for the
costs. In a cotton mill, the manufacturing processes listed
1. F. H. Ehlers, General Assistant to Comptroller,
Kendall Mills, Walpole, Mass. Interview Feb. 18, 19^7*
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previously are used as cost centers. In these centers, only
labor and overhead costs are summarized, the material cost
being computed at the end of production. Since there is no
addition of material during the course of production, there
is no need for confuting its cost at each center.
2. Estimate of Annual Sales and Production
The next step is an estimate of sales for the
coming year made by the sales department and based upon a
consideration of past sales and future expectations. From
this estimate, the production necessary to meet the sales is
determined. These figures are submitted to the accountants
and production men who work out the standards for the coming
year
.
3. Working Out the Standards
In order to establish the standards for the coming
year, the product is theoretically manufactured backwards
with notice being taken of differences between present
standards and the standards for the new sales figure so that
changes can be made. A brief description of this procedure
follows
.
Knowing production needs, the number of workers
required in the cloth room to trim and inspect this quantity
of finished product is determined. From the capacity and
number of the looms as found in the machinery records, the
total amount of cloth that can be woven per hour is deter-
mined. Then the total number of yards reqiired to meet the
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sales is allocated to the looms upon an hourly basis,
establishing the number of hours necessary to complete next
year's production. This is converted to a weekly basis to
ascertain the number of laborers and shifts needed.
Having found the number of yards of cloth required,
it is possible to compute the quantity of warp and filling
yarns to be used. Since the warp yarn must pass through the
slashing solution, the next calculations include the quantity
of sizing needed, the length of time required to put the yarn
through the solution, and the necessary number of laborers.
Having decided upon the spinning requirements and knowing
the capacity of each spinning machine, the length of time
needed to spin both yarns and the number of laborers to tend
the machines is determined. In the roving center, a specific
amount of yarn must be processed to meet the spinning re-
quirements. Once again, the time required for production and
the number of workers needed is determined. Then, in the
drawing and carding processes, the same information is com-
puted.
Finally, the opening and picking room is reached,
at which point the number of cotton bales required to meet
production needs is calculated. Based upon past records of
the actual amount of wastage and spoilage during the pro-
cessing in each center, it is possible to compute a waste
factor for the overall production. This factor is applied
to the estimated production to arrive at the quantity of
..
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cotton needed to meet production requirements.
1
The pur-
chasing department is notified of the cotton requirements
and production schedule so that it can keep sufficient
cotton on hand. Before the final standards can be set,
allowances are made for such things as vacation periods,
breakdowns of machines, and overhauling of machinery. Then,
with the cost center production determined and the number of
laborers required in each center ascertained, the account-
ants are able to compute the standard costs for the current
year. Based upon past costs and estimates of future costs,
the overhead items are set up in an overhead schedule and
distributed to the various cost centers. The method of dis-
tribution will be discussed in Chapter VII.
4. Standards Recorded in Standard Cost Manual
Once the standards have been established for a
year they are broken down to a weekly or monthly basis. Some
mills use a 13 period year composed of four weeks to a
period and others follow the regular calendar year of 12
months Under the former method the annual standards are
converted to weekly costs and then multiplied by four to
obtain the total costs per period. Under the latter method
the annual standards are set up in 12 equal cost periods.
Having converted the costs to a four week or
1. See Chapter V.
2. D, G. Donovan, Comptroller of Pepperell Sheet
Co., Boston, Mass. Interview Feb. 10, 1947.
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monthly basis, they are recorded in a standard cost manual
which shows the standards for all costs by cost centers and
indicates their basis of computation. In other words,
direct labor cost is shown as being derived from labor hours
or piece rates, and overhead cost is shown as being derived
from the distribution of individual items on specific bases.
The manual i3 a complete picture of the anticipated produc-
tion and cost of production for the coming year.
5. Cos ts Carried at Standard or Actual
During the year T s opera tion% some mills carry the
costs in their accounts at standard, using a variation
account to absorb the difference between standard and actual.
Other mills carry their cost accounts at the actual cost and
use a memorandum account to carry the standard cost as well
as a variation account to absorb the difference between the
two. The memorandum and variation accounts are used only
for cost control purposes.
..
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V. MATERIAL COSTS
A. Introduction
The chief aim in accounting for material costs is
to determine at any time the cost of the materials used.
Since there are several methods of valuing inventories, it
is necessary to decide which method is to be employed be-
fore the cost of materials used can be found. Sometimes
inventories are valued at standard cost; sometimes at actual.
These methods will be discussed fully in this chapter when
the plans for dealing with the various inventories are
covered. However, regardless of which method of valuing
inventories is chosen, it is necessary under a standard cost
system to determine standards for both price and quantity.
Therefore, the setting of standards will be discussed first,
followed by the valuation of the inventories and also a
thorough treatment of wastage, since the importance of
wastage in this industry calls for careful computation,
B, Method of Setting Standards
1 , Price Standard
a, Purpos e of Setting Standard Price
A price standard is set up to fit the mechanics of
standard cost system operations. It is obvious that the
establishment of a standard price from which variations can
be measured is of little value in controlling price for the
following reasons. Cotton is a commodity which is bought and

sold on an organized market in a manner similar to the sale
of stocks and bends* Individuals sell large quantities for
future delivery and later purchase the necessary cotton to
cover the sale in hopes that the purchase price will be
less than the sales price, thus creating a profit on the
transaction. Actual possession of the cotton is seldom had
by such speculators. Since the price fluctuates daily on
the market, agents from cotton mills need to l®ep posted on
daily prices so that purchases can be nade at opportune
times. Therefore, it can be seen that a price standard
would have to be changed continually in order to be usable
for control purposes. Since materials must be charged to
each process at the same price, a standard is set up only
for such record purposes.
b. Method of Establishing Standard Price
A standard price for materials is based upon con-
sideration cf last year f s actual prices and a survey of
expected prices for the coming year. In setting a standard
price for supplies, however, this procedure Is easier to
carry out because an estimate of expected prices can be more
easily determined. This is due to the fact that supplies
are not subject to daily market fluctuations, as in the case
of cotton.
c. Control of Price
.
Due to the fluctuating prices on the cotton market
the control of price lies in maintaining the p?oper relation
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ship between purchase contracts and sales contracts. This
is accomplished by undertaking "hedging operations", in the
following manner.
Sales of cotton fabrics are usually made far in
advance of production at a price based upon the price of
cotton on the date of sale. For example, if 1000 yards of
gray goods (cotton as it comes from the weave room) are sold
on January 15 for delivery on June 15, the basis for the
sales price would be the cost of the number of pounds of raw
cotton, at the June 15 future delivery price as of January
15, required to produce 1000 yards of cloth. The raw cotton
which will be used for this contract has not 3/et been pur-
chased by the mill. In order to protect itself against
possible loss due to a rise in the cotton price between the
ccn tract date and the date of purchase for production, a
hedging transaction is undertaken by the mill. This involves
an attempt to eliminate any risk in the transaction by taking
an equal position on both sides of the market. To illus-
trate by continuing the example above, assume that one pound
of cotton produces four yards of cotton cloth. Then, an
January 15, 250 pounds of cotton, enough to make 1000 yards
of cloth, are purchased for delivery on June 15 to the mill.
It is not intended that this cotton be used in making the
cloth because it will not be delivered in time. Instead,
it gives the mill a "hedge" on the transaction until it buys
the cotton for weaving the cloth. Assuming that it takes a
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month to manufacture the cloth, 250 pounds of cotton will
he purchased on May 15 for immediate delivery and production
use. At this time, the hedge is corrpleted by selling the
cotton deliverable on June 15. Now, if the price cf cash
cotton per pound should rise three cents between January 15
and May 15, the cost of material in the cloth would increase
three cents, creating a loss on the sale. However, the
price of June 15 futures would also rise three cents during
the same period. Consequently, the savings made from its
sale would offset the loss occasioned by the purchase of
cash cot ten on May 15. On the other hand, if prices de-
creased, a cost saving would be made on the May 15 purchase
and a corresponding loss on the sale of the June 15 cotton.
Therefore, regardless of the fluctuation of the market price,
the profit on the original sale of cloth is protected.'1'
Incidentally, the market price referred to above
is based on the middling grade cotton of 7/8 inch staple,
and is quoted in cents and hundredths of a cent. The price
for grades above middling is determined by adding a premium
for each grade, while for grades below middling, a discount
is deducted from the market price. The smount of premium
and discount depends upon the current supply and demand fac-
tors for the respective grades plus a consideration of the
1. P. S. Fairchild, E. S. Fumiss, M. S. Buck,
Elementary Economics
,
volume II, 4th edition, (The Macmillan
Co., New York, 1939) p. 208.
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freight charges and the time of delivery, 1
2 , Quantity Standard
a. Ease With Which Cotton In Proces s Can Be Measured ,
Cotton is easily identified and measured throughout
its entire manufacturing process, making it relatively easy
to measure the quantity being processed as well as the quan-
tity being wasted in each cost center. For example, if
10,000 pounds of cotton are put into process at the beginning
of the drawing operation, it is necessary only to weigh the
slivers obtained at the end of the process to determine how
many pounds were completed. The amount cf w a stage is simply
the difference between the input and output poundage.
b. Method of Determining Standard Quantity ,
The basic step in establishing a standard for
material is the determination of the quantity cf cotton which
must be put into process to produce one pound of finished
material - gray goods
.
A good starting point in this deter-
mination is the study of past records comparing the input
and output quantities for each process. From these figures,
the amount of waste in the respective processes is determined
and expressed as a percent of the total number of pounds
started. Next, production engineers make a study of each
process to find any possible means of decreasing the wastage
1. Jeremiah Lockwood and Arthur Maxwell, Textile
Costing
,
(Textile Foundation, Washington, D. C. 1938) p. 100.
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- by altering production methods, improving nachinery,
improving on the training of laborers, or supervising work-
men more closely. On the basis of this study, final waste
percentages are set up by adjusting the original estimates
suitably. Then, by applying these v/aste percentages to a
finished pound, it is possible to arrive at the standard
quantity of cotton to be used per pound. To determine the
standard to be used in the year’s production, the year’s
estimated finished production is multiplied by the standard
per pound.
The quantity standard for supplies is based upon
a study similar to that made of direct naterials, namely a
comparison of past records and production with expected pro-
duc t i on
.
C. Raw Mater ial Inventory
Under a standard cost system, there are two basic
methods used in recording purchases and issues of raw
materials
.
1. Inventory at Ac tual Cost
.
Some mills follow the method of keeping the inven-
tory account at actual cost at all times by recording
receipts and issues at actual prices. At the end of the
accounting period, the acttial material inventory value can
be ascertained by looking at the account balance. Under this
method the issues can be charged out under the first-in-first-
out or last-in-first-out plans. In the former, or FIFO, the
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first material received is considered for accounting pur-
poses to be the first material put into process. In the
latter, LIFO, the latest material purchased is considered
to be the first put into process. When this method of
valuing inventory is used, material standards are used only
as memorandum information for cost control. The following
is a sample of the columnar headings of an inventory sheet
used in this procedure:^
INVENTORY SHEET
Bale Lbs. Cost Market Total Total Inventory
Per Lb. Price Cost Market Value-Cost
__ _
Per Lb. Or Market
2. Inventory at Standard Cos
t
.
In the second method the material inventory is
carried at standard cost in the accounts, but for statement
purposes is shown at actual cost under LIFO, FIFO, or re-
placement cost plan. Upon receiving cotton from the vendor,
the material account is debited with the quantity received
at standard price, a price variation account picking up the
difference between standard and actual. Material issued is
charged out at standard price and quantity, the quantity
variation account picking up the difference between actual
and standard.
1. Jeremiah Lockwood and Arthur Maxwell, Op
.
Cit., p. 106
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D. Work In Process Inventory1
1. Work In Process Cons idered One-Half Processed ,
Because of the nature of cotton manufacturing, all
work in process in a cost center is considered to he one-half
processed. Quantities of cotton are fed continually into
the machines in a cost center, other quantities are being
processed, and still more are coming out cf the machines
ready for transfer to a subsequent center. Since work is
being done on all the material at once, it would be difficult
to determine how many pounds are 90$, 80$, 70$, etc. pro-
cessed. Moreover, it would be practically impossible to
calculate the exact cost of labor and overhead consumed by
each unit at any specific time during the process. Therefore,
all units started in the process but not yet finished are
considered to be one -half processed, as this is a fairly good
average.
2. Determination of Cost of Units Half Processed .
To determine the cost of the cotton one -half
processed it is necessary to compute the number of pounds
put into process in each cost center. First, the percent of
cotton started which will be processed is calculated by sub-
tracting one-half the percent of expected waste from 100$.
The reason for this is that since the material is considered
1. F. H. Hill, Jr., Computing Cotton Fabric Costs,
(McGraw Hill Book Co., Inc., New Ifork 194(3) p.
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to be half processed, the waste is considered to be half
incurred. The number of pounds in process is divided by
the percent of cotton which will be processed, the result
being the number of pounds which must have been started in
this center in order to produce the number of pounds
processed. If the inventory is being carried at actual
cost, this figure is multiplied by the actual cost of cotton
under the method being used for raw material valuation - FIFO or
LIFO, the result being the cost of cotton in process. If
the inventory is at standard, the above figure is multiplied
by the standard cost of cotton.
To determine the cost of labor and overhead in-
volved, the cost summary sheets which show the respective
standard costs for production to date are consulted. Since
work in process is considered half completed, one half of
the combined labor and overhead cost per unit is multiplied
by the number of units in process and added to the cost of
cotton in process to obtain the total cost of work in process#
The following is a sample computation of the value
of material in the work in process inventory. Assuming that
in the carding process 6$ of the cotton started will result
in waste, 100$ minus (J or 6$), or 97$, is the percent of
cotton that will be processed. If there are 10,000 pounds of
cotton in the carding process, the number of pounds started
in this center would be equal to 10,000 divided by 97#> or
10
, 309 * In other words, to have 10,000 pounds in process.
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it was necessary to start 10,309 pounds. Therefore the
value of the material content of the Work in Process inven-
tory is the value of the 10,309 pounds of cotton at actual
or standard cost, depending upon which basis the inventory is
being carried.
E. Finished Goods Inventory
1 • Valuation of Finished Goods .
The material in the finished goods inventory is
valued at replacement cost as of the date of sale for sales
purposes and at replacement cost as of the balance sheet
date for statement purposes. It is believed that the re-
placement cost at these dates is a more accurate valuation
of the material than the cost on the purchase date. Buyers
of cotton fabrics expect to pay a price based upon the current
market quotation for raw cotton. If the mill paid more for
the cotton than the current price, it cannot expect the pur-
chaser to pay for the fabrics on the basis of the high
material cost. On the other hand, if the current price of
cotton is above what it was on the date it was purchased for
manufacturing purposes, the sales price of the fabric will
be based upon the increased current cost. For example, a
sale is made today at a price based upon a market quotation
of twelve cents per pound for raw cotton. That is the cost
which is charged to the cost of sales for today, regardless
of the fact that the material which was used in producing
the fabrics was purchased at less than or more than twelve
-.
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cents. The difference in price is charged to a price
variation account. A mill which does not follow this pro-
cedure, especially in a declining market is undersold by
competitors and finds itself selling at a loss to obtain
business
The labor and overhead costs are obtained from the
cost summary sheets and added to the material cost. The
total manufacturing cost of the finished fabric is computed
as follows: 2
cotton replacement cost Value of cotton in
100$ - net waste percentage the finished product.
Total labor cost XXX
Total overhead cost XXX
Value of cotton XXX
Total manufacturing
cost
.
x,xxx
2. Varia tions in Material Quantity and Price .
Raw cotton contains varying amounts of moisture,
seeds, and other foreign matter which makes it impossible to
set up a perfect standard quantity which will guarantee one
pound of fabric. Consequently, it is possible to have a gain
or loss item due to quantity variation in the Finished Goods
Inventory. Such a variation is picked up cn summary cost re-
ports for the period at the standard material cost and is
1. F. H. Hill, Jr. £p. Cit . , p. 22.
2. Ibid . , p. 50.
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used in showing the build-up of material at standard to
material at cost in the following manner: 1
Cotton at standard cost XXX
Adjustment for price variation
(plus or minus) XXX
Manufacturing gain or loss
with respect to material
quantity XXX
Cotton at actual cost X ,XXX
When the goods are sold, the naterial cost charged
to the inventory is adjusted for the price variation between
the date of raw material purchases and date of sale, and
also for the manufacturing quantity variat ion. The
necessary entries to record the variations are as follows:
DEBIT CREDIT
1
.
Finished Goods Inventory XX or XX
Material Price Variation XX or XX
To adjust material cost
to replacement cost as of the
sales date.
2
.
Finished Goods Inventory XX or XX
Manufacturing Quantity Varia-
tion. XX or XX
To adjust material cost
for gain or loss in quantity
produced.
F. Supplies
1. Establishment of Standard
In developing a quantity standard for the amount
of supplies used, it is necessary to go back to the previous
1. F. H. Ehlers, General Assistant to Comptroller,
Kendal Mills, Walpole, Mass., Interview, Feb. 18, 1947.
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year*s records and study the quantity used by each depart-
ment, taking into consideration the relation of the amount
used to the quantity produced. This must be done by
personnel capable of judging whether or not quantities used
were excessive. Once a reasonable amount has been deter-
mined, it is set up as standard.
To arrive at the standard price, a study is made
of past prices, their current trend, and the expectations
of future prices. In establishing the standard, the total
production anticipated for the new period must also be taken
into consideration with allowances for possible increases or
decreases
•
2, Recording Purchase s
At the time supplies are purchased a set of entries
consistent with those used in recording raw material pur-
chases are made. If material inventory is carried at actual
cost, supplies are carried at actual. If the inventory is
kept at standard, then supplies are kept at standard with
price variations being picked up at the purchase date.
3. Recording Issue of Supplies
Supplies, when issued, are charged out to each cost
center by invoice at the standard p?ice and actual quantity
if the inventory is kept at standard. The following entry
is made to record the issue:
..
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DEBIT CREDIT
Overhead (Cost Center) XX
Supplies XX
To record the issue of
supplies at standard price and
actual quantity*
At the end of the period, usually four weeks or one month,
the invoices are totaled, and the actual cost for supplies
in the respective cost centers is compared with the standard
for the same period. The variations are noted and recorded
in a Quantity Variation account, the offsetting account being
Overhead Applied.
If the inventory of supplies is kept at actual
cost, the issues are charged out at actual cost and quantity.
At the end of the period the variations between actual and
standard are recorded as memo Information only.
4 • Types of Supplies in Spinning and Weaving .
The following is a partial list of the supplies
used by a mill performing only spinning and weaving
operations: belt dressing, bobbins, boxes, brushes, cans
for holding sliver, fuel, glue, metal pegs, nails, lubri-
cants, packing materials such as burlap, wrapping paper, and
twine, parts for machines, roller coverings, starch and
sizing soap, thermometers, small tools, stationery, office
supplies, and other items.'1'
1. Jeremiah Lockwood and Arthur Maxwell, Op
.
Cit
. , p. 106.
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G. Wastage
1. Importance of Wastage
Since materials represent a large part of the
total cost of production, it is necessary to determine
accurately the amount of waste arising in each process. The
quantity of material put into production in each process and
that which is transferred to the next process is measured
weekly, and the waste is computed. Differences between ac-
tual and standard are analyzed as to causes, with steps
being taken to eliminate them where possible.
2. Kinds of Waste
There are two kinds of waste - visible and in-
visible. Visible waste consists of cotton which 3s unfit for
yam purposes. The fibers may be too short or the cotton
may not be of the correct texture, so that both poundage and
value of the cotton are reduced. Invisible waste refers to
dirt, dust, and other impurities, as well as the evaporation
of the water content. The visible waste is saleable, so
that the receipts tend to reduce the cost of the naterial in
the finished product.
3. Computation of Waste Percentages
The percentage of gross and net waste is calcula-
ted at the end of each fiscal period, cr mere frequently if
desired. The following is a representative computation of
the waste percentages:
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TABLE I
CALCULATION OF WASTE PERCENTAGES
GROSS WASTE POUNDS
Stock in process at beginning of period 320,460
Cotton opened during period (gross weight) 6,540,800
Yarn purchased during period none
Total available, 6,861,260
Less stock in process at end of period 312,640
Cotton consumed in production of period. 6,548,620
Less cloth produced during period ( incl .remnants ) 5,755,910
Less yam sold during period..... none
Gross waste made (incl. bale tare) 792,710
Gross waste percentage 792,710 -
S75flt5S3
' 12 ' 10/”
Gross weight multiplier 6,548,620 , r,™/
5,755,910
”113 *77/°
NET WASTE
Sales value of waste made, $42,750.00 At the average cotton
cost per pound during the period, 19.00^, this would buy
225,000 pounds of cotton.
The gross waste, 792,710 lbs., minus 225,000 lbs., equals
567,710 lbs. net waste.
Cotton consumed, 6,548,620 lbs., minus 225,000 lbs., equals
6,323,620 lbs. net input.
Net waste percentage 567,710
_
6, 323,620
" 8 .98$
Net waste divisor. ... (100$ minus
Net waste multiplier
8. 98#)....91 .02#
9TT§= 109 - 8^
Source: Cotton Textile Institute Committee on
Costs, Cotton Textile Costs
,
Installment Number 2, (The
Cotton Textile Institute"" Inc.
,
New York, (1946) Reproduced
from Table 1, pp. 9-10.
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These two computations were made to determine the
overall extent of waste in its relation to the cotton con-
sumption. The gross waste percentage indicates what
percentage of the cotton put into production became waste.
The gross weight multiplier i3 used as a basis for determin-
ing how many pounds of cotton must be put into production in
order to produce a stated quantity of finished product. For
example, if there was an advance sale of 10,000 lbs. of fabric
it would take 11,377 lbs. of raw material to produce the
10,000 pounds of fabric. In computing the net waste percen-
tage, allowance is made for the saleable value of the waste.
The number of pounds of waste is converted to an equivalent
number of pounds of good cotton by computing the number of
pounds of cotton which the sales value of the waste will
purchase at the average cost of cotton per pound during the
period represented by the computation. The net waste divisor
or multiplier is the basis for adjusting the raw material
cost to the finished product material cost. Continuing the
example stated above, and using the net waste multiplier in
Table 1, if the 11,377 lbs. of cotton cost 15.00^ per pound,
the cost per pound of the finished product is 15,00^ multi-
plied by 1,0987, or 16.47^ per pound. 1
4. Waste Computation by Cost Centers
.
Table 2 shows the breakdown of the percentage of
1. Committee on Costs, Op
.
Cit
. f Installment
Number 2, p. 10.
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waste computations by cost centers. It also contains the
yarn cost multiplier which is computed by dividing the
weight of the finished product in the respective centers by
the sum of the weights of the filling and warping yarn pro-
duced through roving processes. The yarn cost multiplier is
used to convert the departmental costs from a per pound
started basis to a per pound finished basis. This multiplier
is not the same as a gross waste multiplier since it takes
into consideration waste in subsequent departments which
affects the cost distribution of the departments from opening
through roving. Some mills use a gross waste divisor com-
puted for each process to adjust the costs. This is obtained
by dividing the output of each jrocess by the input.
TABLE 2
ANALYSIS CP PROCESS WASTE
TOTAL
OPENING
THROUGH
PICKERS
CARDS DRAWING
Inventory at
Beginning 320,460 8,200 20,200 22,300
Inventory at End 312,640 9,400 18,200 20,500
Inventory
Ad jus tment 7,820 -1,200 2,000 1,800
Cotton Opened 6 ,540,800 6,540,800 - -
Prom Pickers - - 6,138,825 -
From Cards - - - 5,753,325
Total Processed 6 ,548,620 6,539,600 6,140,825 5,755,125
Product Weight 5 .755,910 6,138,825 5,753,325 5,735,935
Waste 792,710 400,775 387,500 19,190
Waste Visible 977,900 395,600 425,300 -
Waste Invisible (185,190) 5,175 (37,800) 19,190
Overall V/aste % (a) 12.10% 6.12% 5.93% .29%
Yarn Cost Mult .(b) - 1.0887 1.0204 1.0173
Bile Cotton Mult .( c
)
1.1377 1.0668 1.1382 1.1417
..
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TABLE 2 (Cont »d,
)
ANALYSIS OF PROCESS WASTE
SPINNING
SLUBBERS INTERMEDIATES
WARP FILLING
Inventory at
Beginning 22,400 25,300 39,200 38,100
Inventory at End
Inventory
20,600 23,500 37,200 37,100
1,000Adjustment 1,800 1,800 2,000
From Drawing 5, 735,935 - - -
From Slubbers
From Interned-
5,718,588 ••
iates - - 2,862,628 2,838,680
Total Processed 5, 737,735 5,720,388 2,864,628 2,839,680
Product Weight 5, 718,588 5,701,308 2,834,928 2,810,380
Waste 19,147 19,080 29,700 29,300
Waste Visible - - 85,200 -
Waste Invisible 19,147 19,080 (55,500) 29 , 300
Overall Waste $ ( a
)
.29$ .29$ .45$ .45$
Yarn Cost Mult, (b) 1*0142 1.0111 1.0024 1.0000
Bole Cotton Mol t .( c 1.1451 1.1486 1.1600 1.1600
TABLE 2 (Cont »d.
)
ANALYSIS OF PROCESS WASTE
SPOOLERS WARPERS SLASHERS
WEAVING
AND
CLOTH ROOM
Inventory at
Beginning 15,200 15,300 31,400 82,860
Inventory at End 14,100 14,200 29,300 88,540
Inventory Adj. 1,100 1,100 2,100 -5,680
B?om Vferp Spinning 2,834,928 - - -
From Pilling w - - - 2,810,380
From Spoolers - 2,832,428 - -
From Warpers - - 2,828 ,128 -
From Slashers - - - 3,092,328
Total Processed 2,836,028 2,833,528 2,830,228 K, 897,028
Product Weight 2,832,428 2,828,128 3,092,328 5,755,910
Waste 5,400 (262,100) "141,118
Waste Visible - — 29 ,100 42,700
Waste Invisible 3,600 5,400 (292,200) 98,418
Overall Waste $ (a •05$ .08$ (4.00$) 2.15$
Yarn Cost M ult .(b) 1.0015 1.0000 - »
Pkl e Cb tton Mult. ( c 5
(Gain in Weight)
1.1610
1
1.1628 1.1634 1.1377
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TABLE 2 (Cont'd.)
ANALYSIS OF PROCESS WASTE
(a) (b) Product weight at each cost center divided by:-
(a) Aggregate total processed
(b) Sum of filling yarn produced and warper
product weight through roving processes.
(Warp spinning & spooling by warper product
weight)
(c) Aggregate total processed divided by product weight at
each cost center (Spooling, warping & slashing :-
warp yam multiplier increased in ratio to
process product weight divided by warp yarn
product rate.)
Source:- Cotton Textile Institute Committee on
Costs, Cot ton Text ile Costs
,
Installment Number 2, (The
Cotton Textile institute, lnc«. New York, (1946) Reproduced
from Table 2, pp. 12-13,
5, Determination of Waste Standard .
Having already established the standard amount of
raw material necessary for current production, the waste
standard is determined from:- past experience; the grade of
cotton to be used in production; and the type of fabric to
be woven. The standard v/aste figure is recorded for each
process weekly or monthly, depending upon the system being
used. At the same time the actual waste is computed by com-
paring the number of pounds put into product ion with the
number of pounds produced in each process.
6. Treatment of Was te Variat ions .
If the standard waste exceeds the actual waste, the
following entry is made to reimburse the Material Quantity
Variances account for the amount of excessive s tandard waste
calculation:-
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DEBIT CREDIT
Material Quantity Variance XX
Waste Variance XX
If the actual exceeds the standard, the following entry is
made to correct the quantity variance standard by the amount
of the waste error:- 1
Waste Variance XX
Material Quantity Variance XX
At the end of each process the amount of waste is recorded
by a debit to Waste and a credit to Work in Process for the
predetermined saleable value of waste. When the waste is
sold, a debit is made to Cash and a credit to Waste; the
difference between the value realized upon the sale and the
standard value is debited or credited to the Profit and
Loss Account. 2
H. Slashing Solution
Various materials, such as starches, fats, and
chemicals, are employed in mixing the slashing solution. The
exact ingredients and their amounts are carefully guarded as
company secrets. The formula for mixing a solution for
coarse yarn may differ considerably from that used for fine
yarn. If the mixture is not properly prepared, there is the
possibility of considerable loss resulting from evaporation
of the solution, from breakage of warp thread daring weaving.
1. C. W. Bennett, Alachu setts Cotton Mill s
,
National Association of Cost Accountants Bulletin), August 1,
1940, section 1, p. 1491.
2. George H. Newlove, Specialized Account ing
.
(McGraw Hill Book Co., Inc., New ^ork 1925 ) , p. &4.
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or both. 1
In setting up a standard quantity per pound of
yarn, a detailed study of past records must be made. The
solutions need to be analyzed to determine their rate of
evaporation and their effect on the various sizes of yarn.
The standard price is established after analysis of past
prices and anticipated future prices. The standard cost is
then computed by calculating the cost of the solution - at
the standard price and mixture - required for the estimated
quantity of warp yarn being processed in the coming year.
Then, to arrive at the cost per pound slashed, the total
cost is divided by the predetermined quantity of warp yarn
which would pass through the solution. 2 The various ingre-
dients, when purchased, are recorded in the same manner as
raw cotton. When the materials are issued to the slashing
room, they are charged out in the same manner as direct
materials by a debit to Work in Process and a credit to the
respective material accounts. Variation accounts take up
the difference between the standard and the actual. To
obtain the cost of the solution ingredients for the yarn
slashed, the number of pounds processed is multiplied by the
standard cost per pound. To record the cost, the following
entry is made:-
1. Jeremiah Lockwood and Arthur Maxwell, Op.
Cit., pp. 207-208.
2. Committee on Costs, Op. Cit
. ,
Installment
Number 5, p. 17.
..
.
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DEBIT CREDIT
Finished Goods Inventory XX
Quantity Variation XX or XX
Work in Process XX
To record the slashing
cost by charging finished goods
with the actual quantity at the
standard price, crediting work in
process with standard quantity at
standard price, and picking up the
difference in the quantity varia-
tion account*
The labor and overhead standard unit costs are multiplied by
the actual quantity processed and recorded as above to arrive
at the total slasher cost.
..
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LABOR COSTS
A. Introduction
The main purpose in standard accounting for labor
costs is to establish a labor cost per unit which can be
applied to all like units being produced to arrive at the
' total labor cost of production. In order to accomplish
this, it is necessary to establish two sets of standards,
namely, the standard output of each worker and the standard
labor rates. This chapter will discuss the methods of de-
termining these standards, how they are used in calculating
the total labor costs, and the accounting methods involved.
In the cotton textile industry, the labor cost is
larger than the aggregate of all other jrodiction costs with
the exception of the cost of cotton, yet it is the most
difficult to predetermine on a per unit basis because of
the human element involved. 1 Since it cannot be subjected
to arbitrary control, it is only through efficient utiliza-
tion of labor that satisfactory control can be maintained.
B. Determination of Standards
.
1 . Standard Production Per V/orker .
The establishment of the output standard per
worker is best accomplished by making a thorough time study
of each man’s job. This requires an examination of the out-
put of each man and machine as well as correct apportioning
1. Committee on Costs, 0£. Cit . . Installment
Number 3, p. 3.
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of men to machines. The latter is done after determining the
number of men required per machine when the speed and number
of machines are synchronized in such a way that one process
does not have to be halted while waiting for another to
finish. In studying each job, the speed of the best and
poorest workers in each must be taken into consideration.
Finally, a standard number of units per worker per hour is
established, as well as the number of workers needed to tend
the machines. The standard set up should be one which the
majority of workers can attain if they work efficiently.
2. Standard Labor Rates .
Labor rates are established by contract with the
labor union, thus simplifying the procedure of setting up
standard labor rates in the standard cost system. However,
the use of these standard labor rates in computing the total
labor cost is greatly complicated by the fact that there are
numerous methods of wage payment. Therefore, some of these
various systems will be discussed.
The majority of wages are paid on a form of straight
time basis.^ In other words, a flat rate is set per hour, or
per piece, and is paid for a specified number of hours or
quantity of pieces which has been established as standard.
In addition to these, there are several other methods of
1. Jeremiah Lockwood and Arthur Maxwell, Op .
Clt
. , p. 57*
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wage payment to take care of such things as bonuses, over-
time, vacations, etc.
Wages paid are recorded by a debit to Direct Labor
for wages at actual hours and standard rates, a debit or
credit to Rate Variation, if necessary, and a credit to
Payroll Accrued far the actual amount. Labor is charged to
Work in Process by a debit at standard time and rate, a
debit or credit to Time Variation, and a credit to Direct
Labor for wages at actual hours and standard rate. The
following is a chart of the division of labor paid on an
hourly or piece rate basis and shows the basis cf wage pay-
ment of each:
TABLE 3
DIVISION OF LABOR AND BASIS OF WAGE PAYMENT
Openers Through Pickers
Non-Productive Rate Basis Productive Rate Basis
Second Hands Hour Opener Hand Hour
Section Men Hour Picker Tender Hour
Picker Hand Hour
Pin Puller Hour
Learner Hour
Carding, Drawing, Slubbers, Intermediates
Overseer Hour Card Hands Hour
Overhaulers Hour Drawing Hands Hour
Hand Grinder Hour Slubber Hands Piece
Strippers Hour Intermediate Hands Piece
Oilers Hour Speeder Hands Piece
Roving Men Hour Spare Hands Piece
Bobbin Hands Hour Learners Hour
Roving Markers Hour Doffers Hour
Scrubbers Hour
Waste Picker Hour
.•
•
.
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TABLE 3 (Cont »d.)
Carding
,
Drawing
,
Slubbers, Intermediate s
Non-Productive Rate Basis Productive Rate Basis
Sweepers Hour
V/as t e Man - Hour
Fixers Hour
Dust House Hour
Spinning
Overseer Hour Warp Spinners Piece
Second Hand Hour Warp Doffers Hour
Section Men Hour Filling Spinners Piece
Oilers Hour Filling Doffers Hour
Roving Hand Hour Piece-up Hands Piece
Elevator Man Hour Learners Hour
Spindle Oiler Hour Spare Hands Pie ce
Overhaulers Hour
Scrubbers Hour
Sweepers Hour
Shaft Man Hour
Humidifier Man Hour
Quill Man Hour
Filling Man Hour
Bobbin Cleaner Hour
Clearer Cleaners Hour
Matrons Hour
Spooling
Second Hand Hour Spooler Hands Piece
Yarn Man Hour Spare Hands Pie ce
Bobbin Hand Hour Learners Hour
Tangle Hand Hour
Sweepers Hour
Warping
Second Hand Hour Warp Tenders Piece
Creelers Piece
Slashing
Beam Hand Hour Slash Tenders Hour
Size Maker Hour Slash Tender Helpers Hour
Elevator Man Hour
-.
-
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TABLE 3 (Cont‘d.)
Drawing-In and Tying- In
Non-Productive Rate Basis Productive Rate Basis
Drawing-In Hands Hour
Machine Men Hour
Helpers Hour
Weaving
Overseer Hour Piece Weavers Piece
Second Hand Hour Spare Weavers Hour
Head Fixer Hour Spare Hands Hour
Overhauler Hour Learners Hour
Fixers Hour Battery Hands Hour
Bookkeepers Hour
Smash Hands Hour
Filling Men Hour
Quill Men Hour
Shafting Men Hour
Oilers Hour
Cloth Haulers Hour
Pick-Out Hands Hour •
Sweepers Hour
Loom Cleaners Hour
Quill Cleaners Hour
Scrubbers Hour
Harness Cleaners Hour
Cloth Room
Overseer Hour Holders Hour
Second Hand Hour Brush Hands Hour
Bookkeepers Hour Stampers Hour
Cleaners Hour Inspectors Hour
Fore Lady Hour Takers Hour
We ighers Hour Graders Hour
Adder Hour Spare Hands Hour
Learners Hour
Press Men Hour
Stitchers Hour
Source: Adapted from F. H. Hill, Jr., Computing
Cotton Fabric Costs t (McGraw Hill Book Co., New York, ~1929),
pp. 26-27", and F . N . Ehlers, General Ass’t. to Comptroller,
Kendall Mills, Walpole, Mass., Interview Feb. 18, 1947.
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Following are descriptions of the various systems
of wage payment.
a. Day Hate
Wages paid on an hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly
basis come under this classification. The labor cost per
unit or operation fluctuates with production. As the quan-
tity of output increases, the labor cost per unit decreases.
Since no specific amount of production is required of a
worker to earn his pay, there is no Incentive for increased
output. In the cotton industry, the majority of laborers
are pa id on a day rate basis.
2
b. Piece Rate
Pay rates based on the quantity produced by each
worker are called piece rates. They are especially adapt-
able to machine work in which an incentive must be provided
for the laborer to maintain production at the machine’s
capacity. Following are several examples of piece rate
bases:-
(1) Roving :- In the roving process, the piece
rate is based on the frame hank, a frame consisting of one
roving machine. A hank clock, located on each frame,
counts the number of 840 yard lengths processed. To compute
1. F. H. Ehlers, 0j>. Git., Interview.
2. Jeremiah Lockwood and Arthur Maxwell, Op.
Cit., p. 57.
3. Committee on Costs,
_0g. Cit .
,
Installment
Number 5, p. 10.
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the labor cost, the number of lengths produced per week is
multiplied by the rate per frame hank,
(2) Spinning The side hank is the basis of
piece rate pay in the spinning room, a side being one side
of a spinning frame.
1
Hank clocks attached to each side of
the frame record the number of 840 yard lengths spun. The
labor cost is computed in the same manner as in the roving
process •
(3) Spooling *- In the spooling process, a "box"
of 198 bobbins is the base for pay purposes.^ The total
number of bobbins wound is divided by 198 to arrive at the
number of boxes filled. This figure is multiplied by the
piece rate to determine the labor cost.
(4) Warping :- Two piece rate bases are used in
the warping process. First, laborers tending the warper
beam are paid on a per beam basis.
3
The number of beams
filled per week is multiplied by the rate per beam to arrive
at the labor cost. Second, laborers who set up the cheeses
in the creels and prepare the warper beams for winding are
paid on a basis of each 100 spools set up.^ The total number
of spools put into use, per week, is divided by 100, the
result being multiplied by the pay rate.
1. Committee on Costs,
_0p. Cit . , Installment
Number 5, p. 13.
2. Ibid . t p. 15.
3. Ibid., p . 16 .
4. T5Ta
., p. 16.
--
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(5) Slashers The piece rate f or slashers is
per 100 yards of warp yarn slashed.
1
Counters on the
slasher record the quantity of yarn processed. At the end
of the week, the labor cost is determined by dividing the
quantity by 100 and multiplying by the pay rate.
(6) Weavers : - The weaver is paid per 1000
ppicks. Each loom has a pick counter to record the number
of trips the shuttle makes across the loom, each trip being
one pick. The total number of picks divided by 1000 is
multiplied by the wage rate to determine the worker's pay.
c. Learners
Several cost centers have workers who are being
trained on the job in the Kendall Mills and these are called
"learners”
.
3 They receive a minimum wage based upon the type
of work they are learning to perform. Upon coup let ion of
the training period, they are advanced to full status and
pay at the job for which they were studying. Those who are
transferred to a group pa id on a piece rate basis find it
difficult, at first, to reach a production rate that will
provide a living wage. Consequently, a guaranteed wage is
given to them until their production reaches that of others.
The number of learners and new laborers on a guaranteed wage
1. Ibid
., p. 17.
2. Jeremiah Lockwood and Arthur Maxwell, Op.
Cit., p. 196.
3. P. H. Ehlers, Op. Cit Interview.
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basis is taken into consideration in setting labor standards
for each cost center.
d. Premium Plans
In establishing the standard for hourly production,
a specified number of units has been established as the re-
quired quantity per hour. If a worker is able to produce
more units per hour, thereby saving time, a premium is paid
him. In some mills, the premium is paid at a rate of 50$ of
the time saved, and the amount of premium allowed for in the
standard labor cost is determined from a study of past
records and calculations of the average premium paid in the
past. 1
e
.
Bonus Plan2
This plan is similar to the premium plan in that
the bonus is based upon production above the established
standard. In this case, however, the standard for 100$ effi-
V
ciency is above that which the average worker is capable of
maintaining. A large bonus is paid to those whose production
reaches the standard, and proportionally smaller bonuses are
paid for various quantities of production below 100$. For
example, a bonus of 30$ may be paid to workers achieving
100$ efficiency, 25$ for 95$ efficiency, and so on down to
5$ for 75$ efficiency. If some workers are able to produce
1. Jeremiah Lockwood and Arthur Maxwell, Op.
Cit
., p. 59.
2. Ibid.
,
p. 60.
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more than the 100$ quantity, the b onus percentage would
increase, for example, 1$ for each percent increase in effi-
ciency above 100$.
f
. Overtime .
When the standard weekly production is determined
for each cost center, the quantity which would have to be
produced in overtime work is also estimated. The overtime
labor cost is computed by multiplying the hours of overtime
by the overtime rate. In the case of piece rate wages, the
extra units are multiplied by the overtime piece rate. In-
cidentally, some mills distribute their estimated annual
production in such a manner that no overtime work will be
involved. This can be accomplished by utilizing a greater
amount cf the mill’s productive capacity or by putting on an
extra shift.
However, If at any time during the ^ear, overtime
work is necessary to handle rush orders or to enable one
department which had lagged due to the unforeseen breakdown
of machinery to catch up in production, the amount of over-
time pay is treated as though it were standard in order to
facilitate the handling of cost records. This standard over-
time rate is fixed by the union contract. Since no overtime
was taken into consideration in setting up the departmental
labor costs, the number of hours of overtime are considered
to be the standard number of extra hours needed far the
production. In other words, on the departmental cost report
..
.
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for the period the overtime cost is compiled in the same
column as other standards in arriving at the total standard
cost for the department and also in the column of actual
costs in arriving at the total actual cost. In comparing
the total standard and total actual labor costs there is no
variation as far as overtime is concerned.^
g. Supplementary Wages .
In order to compute the complete labor cost stan-
dard, certain items must be considered which arise directly
in the payroll calculations as well as other items which
arise in the payroll on a percentage basis. In some in-
stances, the amount of these items comprises 10# or more of
2
the estimated payroll." All holidays for which the workers
are paid should be included in the cost compilation, while
the pay for vacations should be equitably distributed over
the weekly payroll standard to avoid having one period show
a loss because of extra high wages coupled with low produc-
tion. The portion of social security taxes contributed by
the mill must also be included, although it is often shown
as an item of overhead expense.
C. Determination of Total Standard Labor Cost
The total standard labor costs for each cost center
are first determined and then combined to obtain the grand
1. F. H. Ehlers, 0j>. Cit
.
,
Interview.
2. Committee on Costs" Qp . Cit.
,
Installment
Number 3, p. 6.
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total for the mill. In collecting the total labor cost in
a cost center for a week, each type of wage payment mst be
considered separately.
1. Total Piece Hate Labor C os
t
.
Considering one piece rate job at a time, its
standard weekly output is multiplied by its standard wage
rate to obtain the standard weekly labor cost for that parti-
cular job. For example, to arrive at the standard for a
spooler hand, his weekly output, 50 boxes, for instance, is
multiplied by the rate per box, which might be $.80. The
result is a weekly labor cost of $40.00 for a spooler hand.
All the piece rate wages obtained in this manner are added
to determine the total standard weekly piece rate labor cost
for the cost center.
2. Total Hourly Hate Labor Cos
t
The standard number of hours per wcrber for a week
are multiplied by the standard hourly rate for each job.
For example, an opener hand with a standard number of hours,
such as 40 per week at a rate of $.95, would cost $38.00.
The weekly costs for each job are added to obtain the total
for the cost center.
3. Supplementary Wages .
Since supplementary v/ages do not occur uniformly
throughout the year, the standard yearly ccsts must be first
determined and then divided equally among the weeks to obtain
the standard weekly costs. Next, the various supplementary
..
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wages, such as overtime, shift premium, vacations, and
holidays, are added to arrive at the total weekly standard
costs for the cost center.
4. Determination of Overall Standard Labor Hates .
To arrive at the standard labor rate to be charged
in each department it is first necessary to combine the
three sums obtained above, namely piece rate standard costs,
hourly rate standard costs, and supplementary wage standard
costs for each cost center, resulting in the total standard
labor cost at standard production. Then, these totals are
divided by the standard machine hours or machine weeks in
each cost center in order to obtain the labor rate per
machine hour or week which is used in recording labor costs
for actual production.^" For example, if in the carding room
the overall standard labor cost is $600 per week and the
standard number of hours of operation is 6,000, the labor
rate is $600 divided by 6,000 hours or $.10 per card hour.
If the carding machines operate 6117 hours during the week,
the actual cost charged to production is 6117 hours multi-
plied by $.10 per hour, or $611.70. In this particular
instance there is an unfavorable quantity variance of $11.70.
The following table indicates the bases used in
charging labor cost to each center:
1. Committee on Costs, Op. Cit
. ,
Installment
Number 5, ppl 8-22.
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TABLE 4
Labor Rate Bases Used Each Cost Center
Cost Center
Openers Through Pickers
Cards
Drawing
Slubbers
Intermediates
Warp Spinning
Filling Spinning
Spoolers
Warpers
Slashers
Tying- In
Weaving
Cloth Room
Labor Rate Base
Finisher Picker Hour
Card Hour
Finisher Delivery Week
Spindle Week
Spindle Week
Spindle Week
Spindle Week
Spindle Week
Warper Hour
Slasher Hour
Per Pound
Per Loom
Per Yard
Source: Cotton Textile Institute Committee
on Costs, Cotton Textile Cos ts , Installment Number 5,
(The Cotton Text ile In st itu te' Inc
. ,
New York 1947),
pp. 8-22.
For each of the above centers the standard labor
cost is expressed in terras of its respective bases*
5. Cos t Control ,
Since a standard number of machine hours or weeks
is used to determine the labor rate, control is maintained
by keeping the actual time as close to the standard as possi
ble. Monthly figures which are compiled for each cost
center compare the actual labor cost with the standard. By
analyzing the variations between actual and standard, it is
possible to determine their causes and to take steps to
eliminate them wherever possible.
To further facilitate cost control the standard
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and actual costs are expressed on a per pound basis. This
makes it possible to exercise control over the cost per
pound of cotton as it is produced by keeping the causes of
variation to a minimum. In order to determine the standard
and actual cost per pound in those centers whose labor rate
is on a machine hour basis, the hourly rate Is divided by
the productive speed of the machines, the latter being
measured as so many pounds per hour.'*’ Where the labor rate
is based on a machine week, the rate is divided by the pro-
pductive speed. For example, in the tying-in center, the
total standard and actual costs are divided by the standard
and actual number of pounds, respectively, to arrive at the
per pound cost.*" In the weave room, the standard and actual
cost per pound is found by dividing the standard and actual
rate per loom by the respective number of yards woven and
then dividing the result by the number of yards per pound.
4
The cloth room rates per yard, both standard and actual, are
divided by the number of yards per pound.
5
1. Committee on Costs, 0£. Cit , Installment
Number 5, p. 8.
2. Ibid
. , p. 9
.
3. Tbid
. , p. 18.
4. Ibid., p. 25.
5. Tbid . t p. 22.
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VII. OVERHEAD COSTS
A. Introduction
1. Definition of Overhead .
All production costs other than direct materials
and direct labor come under the classification of overhead.
Every type of manufacturing expense other than direct
material and labor which has anything to do with manufactur-
ing should be included as an overhead charge. A few examples
of overhead items are heat, light, depreciation, power,
supplies, and indirect labor.
The last named item - indirect labor - refers to
labor which is not performed directly upon the units being
produced. It is labor which is a necessary part of produc-
tion but it is not assignable to the costs of any particular
process. For example, superintendent’s salary is not charge-
able to a specific process because the work cf the
superintendent benefits several or all cost centers. There-
fore the salary must be distributed on an arbitrary basis.
2. Problem of Pis tr ib ut ion of Overhead .
One of the aims of cost accounting is to apportion
to each department its share in the costs of production.
The material costs and the direct labor costs of each depart-
ment are easily ascertained because they can be identified in
each process. If material is added in a department, it can
be measured and priced. Direct labor performed on the units
..
.
.
.
' •
.
can be measured on a time or a piece rate basis and recorded
for each process. On the other hand, overhead costs apply
to all departments making it difficult to determine what
portion belongs to each individual department. Therefore,
it is necessary to establish a basis which can be used to
distribute equitably each item of overhead to the various
cost centers.
It is difficult to determine a base which will
allocate an item of overhead satisfactorily to all depart-
ments. A base may be considered which appears to be satis-
factory only to find that for one department it Is not
representative for distribution purposes. For example, it
may be desired to distribute the cost of power on the basis
of horse power ratings of the machines. However, one depart
ment may have a machine with a low rating but run it more
hours than the machines in other departments, possibly re-
sulting in a greater use of power than the other departments
If horse power rating is used as a basis to distribute the
cost, this department will not bear its share of the power
cost. On the other hand, if machine hours of operation are
used, the other departments will not be treated fairly.
Consequently, it is up to the accountant to select a base
which appears to be the most satisfactory. In the above
case, he would decide which base is the least inaccurate.
This chapter will discuss the classification of
overhead, the methods of distribution of overhead, the
..
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establishment of standard costs, and the accounting for
overhead costs,
B, Classification of Overhead
1 . Fixed Overhead
Overhead items which remain constant regardless of
the number of units produced are termed as fixed overhead.
They are expenses which exist even though production is at
a standstill. As production increases, the cost per unit of
fixed overhead decreases because the total remains unchanged.
A few illustrations of fixed overhead are fire in-
surance on buildings and machinery, depreciation of buildings
and machinery, real estate taxes, and indirect labor which
does not fluctuate with production.
2. Variable Overhead
Another type of overhead is that which varies with
production. It consists cf expenses vhich arise as a result
of production and for the most part would not exist if pro-
duction v; ere stopped. Variable overhead cost increases per
unit produced as production increases, and decreases per
unit as production decreases.
A few sample expenses are repairs, heat, light,
pcwer, and supplies. The amount of each of these costs de-
pends upon the number of units produced.
3. Semi-Variable Overhead
In some companies, a third type cf overhead is
..
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recognized which is a combination of fixed and variable .1 It
is fixed for the production of a specific amount, but then
varies if the number of units lies outside the specific
limits
.
For example, assume that the manufacture of 1000
units per week requires 20 laborers and 2 foremen. The ratio
of laborers to foremen equals 10 laborers per foreman for 500
units. The ratio of units to laborers is 50 units per
laborer, with theoretically 1/10 of a fcreman. Obviously,
if production is increased from 1000 to 1250 units, and 5
more laborers are hired, the plant cannot hire 1/2 a foreman
to supervise them. Theoretically, production must be in-
creased until 10 laborers have been hired before another
foreman can be engaged. Actually, however, the next foreman
may be added with the 6th new laborer, and the cost of
supervision then remains fixed until the employment of the
16th extra laborer, at which time it increases by the amount
of one new foreman's wages.
C. Methods of Distribution of Overhead
1. Selection of Bases
Since overhead costs arise out cf production in
general instead of specifically in each cost center as direct
labor does, it is necessary to establish suitable bases for
1. Mr. Norwood, Cost Accountant, Naumkeag Steam
Cotton Co., Salem, Mass., Interview January 29, 1947.
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distribution in order to apportion it to each center for the
purpose of setting up costs by centers. The accountant must
select a base for each expense which distributes to each
center its portion as accurately as possible. The amount
distributed represents the part of the expense which arises
as a result of the department's existence and should be a
close approximation of what the cost would be if it were
measureable directly in the department instead of for overall
production
.
For example, lighting expense is usually d is tribu-
ted on an area basis because it is assumed that the larger
the area of a department, the more light it will require. 1
The portion of the expense which is charged to each depart-
ment should be theoretically the same as would be found if
individual electric meters were installed in each department
to measure the quantity used.
There are several possible bases which can be used
in overhead distribution. The percentage of the value of
the building area in each department is frequently used to
distribute real estate taxes, fire insurance on buildings,
and building depreciation. 2 The percentage of the value of
machinery in each department can serve as the base for dis-
tributing insurance of machinery, and depreciation of
1. F. H. Ehlers, £2 * Cit . , Interview.
2. Jeremiah Lockwood and Arthur Maxwell, Op.
Cit., p. 123.
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machinery. 4 The percentage of steam power consumed in each
cost center is usually used to distribute the cost of oper-
2
ating the steam plant. Electrical power purchased from
outsiders can be charged to departments on the basis of the
percentage of horse power ratings of the machinery in each. 3
However, electricity used for lighting is usually distributed
on an area basis as mentioned earlier. Machinery repairs,
building repairs, and supplies are often charged directly to
each center. Invoices for each of these items are maintained
for each department as the service is used. 4
Seme cotton mills include, as a part of overhead,
interest on their investment in buildings and machinery at
current interest rates. 5 These mills believe that a company
should earn at least enough to guarantee a reasonable return
on investment. Therefore, this interest expense is included
in their costs. The expense is based upon the replacement
value of the buildings and machinery because it is felt that
present costs should be based upon the present replacement
values, not upon what it cost five or ten years ago when the
1. The Cotton Textile Institute, A Method of
Predetermining Cos ts in a Cotton Yarn Mill
,
"fThe Cotton
Textile "Institute
,
Inc
. ,
Nev; York 19307, p. 14.
2. P. H. Ehlers, Ojd. Cit
. ,
Interview.
3. Jeremiah Lockwood and Arthur Maxwell, Op.
Cit
., p. 123.
4. P. H. Ehlers, Ojd. Cit
.
,
Interview.
5. The Cotton Textile Institute, A Method of
Predetermining Costs in Cotton Yarn Mills, ( The Cotton
Textile Institute, Inc
. ,
New ^ork~,~ 19 30)
, p . Ij.2
.
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property was acquired* The basis of distribution to the cost
centers is the combined building and machinery value of each.
Incidentally, interest on investment is not deductible for
federal Income Tax Purposes and therefore must be excluded
from overhead when computing the profit for tax purposes
Other mills treat interest on investment as a cost,
but do not include it in overhead. ^ They add it to manufac-
turing costs as they do selling and adninistrative expenses
in order to establish the total cost of the product and arrive
at a base to be used in determining the sales price.
The following is a list of overhead items and their
bases of distribution for a typical mill:- 3
Overhead Item Basis of Distribution
Steam Labor
Power Labor
Repair Shop Labor
Miscellaneous Labor
Salaries
Vacation Pay
Superintendence
Fuel
Purchased Power
Supplies
Building Repairs
Percentage of heated space
Percentage of horse power required
Invoices for repair work done
Percentage of direct labor in
production centers
Percentage of direct labor in
production centers
Percentage of direct labor in
production centers
Percentage of direct labor in
production centers
Percentage of heated space
Percentage of horse power required
Invoices of departmental issues
Invoices for work done
1. Murray W. Duberstein, Federal Tax Course 1945
1946
,
(Prentice -Ha 11, Inc., New York, 1945), p. 1903
.
2. D. G. Donovan, Comptroller of Pepperell Sheet
Co., Boston, Mass., Interview February 10, 1947,
3. Adapted from:- F. H. Ehlers, Ojd. Cit
., Inter-
view and The Cotton Textile Institute, On. Cit
,
pp. 14-15.
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Overhead Item Basis of Distribution
Machinery Repairs
Office Expense
Taxes
Fire, Use and Occu-
pancy Insurance
Workmen * s Compensa-
tion Insurance
Social Security Tax
Boiler Insurance
Roll Covering
Depreciation of
Building
Depreciation of
Machinery
Invoices for work done
Percentage of direct labor in
production centers
Combined value of building and
machinery
Combined value of building and
mach inery
Percentage of direct labor in
production centers
Percentage of direct labor in
production centers
Percentage of heated space
Invoices of departmental issues
Value of buildings
Value of machinery
2. Distribution of Overhead
a. Establ ishment of Departments of Pis tribution
Once the distribution bases have been determined,
it is necessary to apply them to the overhead expenses by
allocating the items to the production centers. In crder to
facilitate this operation two groups of departments are set
up.
(1) Produc t ion Departments
The first group consists of the production depart-
ments, or cost centers, in which work is performed directly
upon the product. They are collection groups for all overhead
costs as well as material and direct labor, and consist of
openers through pickers; cards; drawing; slubbers; inter-
mediates; spinning - warp and filling; spoolers; warpers;
slashers; tying-in; weave room; and cloth room. In them the
i C-
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entire overhead will be accumulated, including that from the
s ervi ce department s .
(2) Service Departments
The second group consists of service departments
in which overhead is collected that is distributable on
common bases to production departments. There are two types
of service departments. First, there are actual departments
in the mill in which work necessary to production is per-
formed but not directly upon the product. Examples of such
departments are the steam plant, which provides heat for the
buildings as well as steam for creating the correct humidity
for manufacturing conditions; the paver plant, which pro-
duces electrical pov/er for the machinery; and a repair shop,
which takes care of machinery repairs.
1
The following is a
list typical of the distribution bases of the non-productive
service departments
Service Department Basis of Distribution in
^
Steam Plant
Mechanical
Miscellaneous Building
Expenses
Office
Power Plant
Total consumption by production
centers
Repair labor cost of production
centers
Area of production centers
Total direct labor in produc-
tion centers
Horse pov/er required in
production centers
The other type of service department is one created
1. F. H. Ehlers, Ojd. Cit., Interview.
2. Ibid.
..
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on work paper by the accountant to facilitate the distribu-
tion of overhead. It is used specifically to collect
overhead expenses which are to be distributed upon the same
basis. If several items are all allocated on the same
basis, the amount of work required to apportion the expenses
to each department Is irade infinitely less by the creation
of service departments. For example, salaries, office ex-
pense, workmen's compensation insurance, and superintendence
are all distributed upon the basis of the percentage of
direct labor in each cost center. The use of a service
department in which to collect these expenses decreases the
clerical work involved by about 75$.
b. Order of Distribution of Overhead
(1) Distribution Directly to Departments
In apportioning overhead to the service and produc-
tion departments, there is a definite procedure to be
followed. First, those items which are distributable to
both groups of departments are apportioned because it is
necessary to accumulate the total costs of the service de-
partment operations before they can be allocated to production
centers. An item such as the cost of lighting, which is used
by both service and production departments, should be
distributed to the steam plant, the power plant, and the
repair shop as well as to the production centers. If there
are several items of this nature which have a comnon basis
of distribution, they will be collected in a special service
..
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department for expenses to be apportioned to the production
centers on an area basis or whatever the common base may be.
(2) Distribution of Service Department s to
Production Centers
After all of the individual expenses have either
been distributed to production centers, a? placed under a
service department, or both, the service department expenses
are totaled and distributed to the production centers.
First, the services which receive no benefit from any other
department are allocated. In other words, if a service set
up for the allocation of all items on an area basis receives
no benefits from the steam plant, power plant, or ether
services, it is distributed first.
The distribution of this type cf service will be
followed by that of services which benefit each other. In
this case the major service is distinguished from the minor
one, the minor being distributed first.
3. Totall tng Overhead
After apportioning the service departments, all
overhead is distributed. The only step left is to total the
portions of the expenses in each cost center to arrive at
the total overhead per production center.
D. Establishment of Standard Overhead Costs
1 • Study of Past Expenses
To arrive at a standard for each item of overhead
it is necessary to start with a study of past costs for each
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individual expense and its relation to the production. It
should be noted if any expenses appear to be excessive in
relation to their service to production. If so, they should
be adjusted. Variable and fixed expenses diould be studied
to see if they have been properly classified. The bases used
in distributing the items to cost centers also need to be
taken Into consideration. The accountant must decide whether
or not they offer the best means of apportioning the over-
head. Changes may have taken place in the mill which affect
the bases used, but have not been recognized as yet. For
example, the horse power rating percentage for the weave room
may be incorrect because of the addition of some new looms
which increase the total horse power, but the accountant has
neglected to take note of them and adjust the rates.
2* Study of Future Production
It is also necessary to take into consideration
the anticipated production which was set up as standard to
determine whether the standards derived from consideration
of past expenses need to be adjusted to conform with a
larger or smaller production. Such adjustments are necessary
especially in the case of variable overhead, which fluctuates
up and down with increases or decreases in production.
3. Establ ishment of Overhead Rates
Now that careful consideration has been given to
past distribution bases and to all necessary changes which
have arisen from inadequacies in the base or changes In
.. ? .
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standard production from actual production, it is possible to
set up the standard bases of distribution. They are
expressed in terms of percentages of the base . These rates
will remain unchanged until a change takes place in the item
being used as a base. For example, a base expressed in
terms of the machinery value in each cost center will not
vary unless a new machine is obtained or an old one disposed
of. Table 5 represents the procedure used in setting up the
rates once they have been computed.
4. Establishment of Production Center Overhead Costs
Having established the final distribution of bases
and rates, an overhead summary sheet is prepared which shows
all the individual standard overhead expenses, the rates of
distribution, the distribution of the standard costs to the
service and production departments, the distribution of the
service departments to the production centers, and the total
overhead standard costs of each cost center. The overhead
is broken down to a per pound basis by dividing the standard
per production center by the standard prodiction of each cost
center. This facilitates variation analysis as will be shown
later in the chapter.
Table 6 is an illustration of an overhead summary
sheet
.
E. Accounting for Overhead Stan dar d Costs
1. Procedure to He cor d Actual Overhead Expenses
Each expense is recorded as it is incurred during
..
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TABLE 5
PERCENTAGES USED AS BASES FCR DISTRIBUTING OVERHEAD EXPENSE
(A) (B) (C) (D)
Value of A & B Building
Cost Center Payroll Machinery Combined Area
Cotton Warehouse 1.04 - .52 8738
Openers Through Pickers 2.39 3.73 3.06 8.31
Cards 4.78 14.17 9.48 8.62
Drawing 2.09 2.07 2.08 2.83
Slubbers • 3.48 3.24 3.36 4.25
Intermediates 8.78 6.73 7.75 5.46
Warp Spinning 11.76 11.43 11.60 9.42
Filling Spinning 13.35 10.70 12.03 8.90
Spoolers 5.48 1.09 3.28 2.08
Warpers 1.75 .91 1.33 2.02
Slashers 2.35 2.38 2.37 4.18
Tying-In 2.07 2.44 2.26 1.04
Weaving 33.06 39.60 36.33 29.32
Cloth Room 7.62 1.51 4.55 5.19
TOTAL 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
TABLE 5 (Cont'd.)
PERCENTAGES USED AS BASES FOR DISTRIBUTING OVERHEAD EXPENSE
(E) (p) (G) (H)
Building Combined Value
Cost Center Value Steam Power Buildings & Machy
dotton Warehouse
"t .27 1.31
Openers Through
Pickers 6.72 3.15 8.86 4.36
Cards 7.00 3.21 9.81 12.26
Drawing 2.28 1.04 1.70 4.55
Slubbers 4.63 2.07 1.76 3.43
Intermediates 5.96 2.65 6.00 5.98
Warp Spinning 10.30 7.08 23.60 10.74
Filling Spinning 9.72 6.54 21.41 9.85
Spoolers 2.23 1.56 .37 1.48
Warpers 2.20 1.54 .55 1.34
Slashers 4.56 50.00 3.16 3.88
Tying- In .88 .49 .14 1.71
Weaving 32.08 18.72 21.54 35.65
Cloth Room 5.67 1.95 .83 3.46
TOTAL 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Source : Cotton Textile Institute Committee on
Costs, C otton Textile Costs
,
Installment Number 3, (The
Cotton Textile Institu5e^ Tnc., New York, 1946) Reproduction
of Table 7, p* 15.
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TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTION OP OVERHEAD EXPENSE
Mill Mach*y Roll General
Cost Center Supplies Repairs Covering Overhead
v,;y+- rAT."go « * .. 11 'wiivi^nnrh — - - 7?n—Distribution Bas is BUDGETED TFJ
Cotton Warehouse
-
4.60 5. OCT 7 .42
Openers Through Pickers 17.40 28.00 43.68
Cards 47.00 80.00 135.30
Drawing 12.60 14.00 29.69
Slubbers 12.80 16.00 3.73 47.96
Intermediates 15.90 20.40 5.85 110.62
Warp Spinning 97.00 114.80 88.01 165.57
Filling Spinning 92.80 107.20 81.81 171.71
Spoolers 14.60 18.00 46.82
Warpers 11.60 14.70 18.98
Slashers 16.00 40.00 33.83
Tying In 2.30 5.00 32.26
Weaving 369.00 504.80 518.54
Cloth Room 16.40 20.40 64.94
TOTAL 730.00 988.30 179.40 1,,427.32
TABLE 6 (Cont«d.)
DISTRIBUTION OF OVERHEAD EXPENSE
Building
Cost Center Repairs Steam Power Village Taxes
Distribution Basis (D) ' “W ’rcnr TAT TST
Cotton Warehouse 10.77 - ”3'.IF 6.46 ““5777
Openers Through Pickers 10.68 12.27 104.32 14.85 19.18
Cards 11.07 12.51 115.51 29.70 53.94
Drawing 3.64 4.05 20.02 12.99 20.02
Slubbers 5.46 8.07 20.72 21.62 15.09
Intermediates 7.01 10.33 70.65 54.56 26.31
Warp Spinning 12.10 27.59 277.88 73.07 47.26
Filling Spinning 11.43 25.49 252.10 82.95 43.34
Spoolers 2.67 6.08 4.36 34.05 6.51
Warpers 2.60 6.00 6.48 10.88 5.90
Slashers 5.37 194.85 37.21 14.60 17.07
Tying In 1.34 1.91 1.65 12.86 7.52
Weaving 37.67 72.95 253.63 205.42 156.86
Cloth Room 66.66 7.60 9.77 47.35 15.23
128.47 389.70 1177.48 621.36 440.00TOTAL
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TABLE 6 (Cont «d.)
DISTRIBUTION OF OVERHEAD EXPENSE
Distribution Basis
Insurance
"THT
Bldgs.
"Tfr-
Mach*y
(B)
Total
Cotton Warehouse 1.02 13.85 58.07
Openers Through Pickers 3.40 16.13 32.08 301.99
Cards 9.56 16.80 121.86 633.25
Drawing 3.55 5.47 17.80 143.83
Slubbers 2.68 11.11 27.86 193.10
Intermediates 4.66 14.31 57.88 398.48
Warp Spinning 8.38 24.72 98.30 1034.68
Filling Spinning 7.68 23.33 92.02 991.86
Spoolers 1.15 5.35 9.37 148.96
Warpers 1.05 5.28 7.83 91.30
Slashers 3.03 10.94 20.47 393.37
Tying In 1.33 2.11 20.98 89.26
Weaving 27.81 76.99 340.56 2564.23
Cloth Room 2.70 13.61 12.99 217.65
TOTAL 78.00 240.00 860.00 7260.03
Source: Cotton Textile Institute Committee on Costs,
Cotton Textile Costs, Installment Number 3, (The Cotton
Textile Institute) Inc., New York 1946) Reproduction of Table
8, p. 15.
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the accounting period by a debit to the expense account.
This procedure is followed regardless of whether the accounts
are carried at actual or standard cost. At the end of the
month, when the costs are to be summarized, these expense
accounts are closed to the overhead account In which the
total actual overhead for the month is segregated.
2. Procedure to Re cord Overhead Charged to Work in Process .
The standard overhead cost chargeable to production
during the month is obtained from the summary overhead sheet
which has already been prepared. This amount is debited to
Work in Process and credited to Overhead Applied, the latter
account being used to record the standard value of overhead
charged to production.
3. Procedure to Record Overhead Variations
.
At the end of the accounting period, the Overhead
Applied and Overhead Expense accounts are debited and credited
respectively to close them, the difference being set up in a
variation account called Under or Over Applied Overhead or
Reserve for Manufacturing Expense Variation. The amount of
over or under applied overhead is analyzed each period to
determine its causes, this procedure being followed for con-
trol purposes. The variations are not recorded by causes, but
as a net figure.^
There are three causes of overhead variation:
1. F. H. Ehlers, Ojd. Cit
. ,
Interview and D. G.
Donovan, Ojd. Cit
. ,
Interview.
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budget, efficiency, and capacity. Budget variations arise
from the fact that the actual overhead expense is more or
less than the standard overhead based upon standard produc-
tion.
Efficiency variations are caused by the fact that,
based upon the actual number of hours of production for the
period, more or fewer units were produced than should have
been produced in accordance with the standard. For example,
the spinning room may operate 312 hours in producing 110,
221 pounds of warp yarn. The standard production for 312
hours may be 110,100, determined by multiplying 312 hours by
the standard production per hour. To obtain the efficiency
variation, 121 pounds is multiplied by the standard overhead
cost per pound for spinning warp yam. In this example,
since more units are actually produced than the standard
called for, a favorable variation results.
The third cause of variation is referred to as
capacity variance. This occurs if a cost center operates
more or less hours than those for which the standard is set
up. In the previous example, the standard may call for 320
hours of operation instead of the 312 actually operated. The
8 hours which are not operated create an unfavorable varia-
tion to the amount of 8 times the standard charge per hour,
the latter being determined by dividing the standard over-
head for the cost center by 320 hours.
These last three computations make it possible to
.
.
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trace the over or under applied overhead to a specific cause.
Knowing the cause, it is possible to take steps towards elim-
inating it. However, it should be remembered that although
it is not possible to equal the standard at all times, it is
possible to keep the variances at a minimum through accurate
analysis and control.
..
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VIII
.
CONCLUSION
A. Introduction
The procedures followed in establishing and
recording standard costs for spinning and weaving have been
described. It has been diown that standard costs are
arrived at through a study of past and future costs with the
purpose of setting up standard "measuring sticks" for actual
costs incurred. Some of the more difficult problems have
been pointed out, such as the question of whether to treat
standards as operating data or memorandum information and
the problem of properly distributing overhead costs so that
each department bears its share of the costs.
The use of the standard costs established and re-
corded for control has also been discussed. The degree to
which variations between actual and standard costs are
analyzed has been shown to depend upon the extent to which
cost control is to be exercised. For instance, one account
for the respective material, labor, and overhead variations
can be used for superficial control; or an account can be
kept for each element of variation - price, quantity, labor
rate, etc.
Once the standard costs have been established,
they are collected by cost centers to determine the total
manufacturing costs in the centers. Then the costs are
summarized to obtain the total manufacturing costs. This
..
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chapter will discuss the departmental cost reports, the
summary cost reports, and the disposition of the variation
accounts
•
B. Departmental Standard Cost Reports
1. Basic Contents of Cost Reports
For each cost center a report is prepared on a
weekly basis which shows all of the standards established
for the particular center. These include prediction; number
of machines available for production; number of machines re-
quired to produce the standard number of units; number of
machine hours required; labor rates per hour or per piece;
total labor cost; overhead cost per machine hour; total over
head cost; and finally the labor and overhead cost per pound
for each product being processed in the cost center. For
example, in the slubbers and intermediates, if more than one
size hank is being produced, the costs are allocated between
each size based on the quantity of each being processed.
In spinning, spooling, and warping, if several size yarns
are being made, the costs are allocated to each in the same
manner as for hanks. s Tables 7 and 8 are illustrations of
the type of report used to accumulate the above information.
2. Value of Cos t Reports .
These reports provide the accountant and also
management with the detailed cost information of each proces
1, Committee on Costs, Op* Cit
. ,
Installment
Number 5, pp. 10-11.
2. Ibid
. , pp. 14-16.
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When the actual production costs are obtained, they are
broken down in the same manner as the standards for compari-
son purposes. In this way it is possible to locate the
specific cause of each variation.
3. Units Used as Bases in Expressing Cos ts
As previously mentioned, the cost in each cost
center is for the most part expressed on a per pound basis.
The cost is also expressed on an hourly or spindle basis,
depending upon the department, to provide a further means of
cost comparison between actual and standard. The following
is a list of the cost centers and their hourly or spindle
basis
Cos t Center
Openers through pickers
Cards
Drawing
Slubbers
Intermediates
Warp Spinning
Filling Spinning
Spoolers
Warpers
Slashers
Tying- In
Weaving
Cloth Room
The picker hour ref
Unit Basis
Picker Hour
Card Hour
Delivery week
Spindle week
Spindle week
Spindle week
Spindle wee
k
Spindle week
Warper hour
Slasher hour
Per pound only
Per loom
Per yard
to the number of hours the
pickers must be operated per week to produce the standard
quantity. The card hour is the number of hours the carders
have to be run. In the drawing process the machines are
referred to as finisher deliveries. The term delivery week
1. Ibid . , Adapted from pp . 8-22.
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means the quantity a finisher delivery can produce per week.
Spindle week refers to the number of spindles used per week.
Warper hour refers to the number of hours the warper must
operate in processing the standard quantity. Slasher hour
means the number of hours the slasher needs to be run. The
tying- in cost is expressed only on a per pound basis. The
loom costs are expressed in terms of the cost per loom. In
the cloth room, yardage is used as the basis to express costs.
TABLE 7
WARPERS
WEEKLY PR(DUCT ION AND COST STANDARDS
YARN COUNT TOTAL
15/1 20/1
Standard Weekly Output - Pounds 29,252 24,558 55,790
Productive Speed: -Pounds Per
Warper Hour 57.50 45.54
Warpers in Place 15
Warpers Required 1052 Warper Hours 6.58 6.77 15.15
Piece Work:
Warping
:
Rate Per Beam (Straight Time) $.7400 $.7850
Yards Per Beam 17,100 22,000
Pounds Per Beam 457 465
Piece Work Rate Per Pound (a) $.0016 $.0017
Creeling:
Rate Per 100 Spools (Straight
Time
)
$.1900 $.1900
Net Pounds Per 100 Spools 140 150
Piece Work Rate Per Pound (b) .0014 $.0015
Total Piecework Per Pound 5.0050 f .0050
V/ages (Straight Time) (c) |>87 .75 $75.61 $161.56
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TABLE 7 (Cont'd.)
Warper
Budgeted Manufacturing Per Week Hour
"Expense
Payroll !|226.59
Overhead Expense 91.30 .0868(d) .0015(e) .0019(e)
Total 317.89
Standard Labor Cost
Straight Time Pay-
roll Budget 202.88
Piece Work 161.36 .0030 .0030
Balance on Warper
Basis 41.52 .0395(d) .0007(e) .0009(e)
Total Straight Time
Labor Cost .0037 .0039
Supplementary V/age
Ad jus tment ( f
)
1.117
Total Labor Cost .0041 .0044
STANDARD COST :PER POUND
Count Yarn Cost Basis
Labor Overhead Total
15/1 .0041 .0015 .0056
20/1 .0044 .0019 .0063
Calculations ;
(a) Rate Per Beam divided by Pounds Per Beam.
(b) Rate Per 100 Spools divided by Pounds Per 100 Spools.
(c) Standard Weekly Output multiplied by Rate Per Pound.
(d) Budgeted Expense divided by Warper Hours Required.
(e) Rate Per Warper Hour divided by Productive Speed.
(f) Straight Time Cost Multiplied by Supplementary Wage
Adjustment.
Source: Cotton Textile Institute Committee on
Costs, Cotton Textile £os_ts, (The Cotton Textile Institute,
Inc., New York",” 1947 ) , reproduced from p. 16.
,
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TABLE 8
OPENERS THROUGH PICKERS
Weekly Production and Cost Standards
Standard Weekly Output Prom Finisher Pickers - 15 oz . Picker
Lap 116,570 Pounds
__ _
—
_ _
Finisher Pickers in Place 5
Productive Speed: Finisher Picker Hour 327 Pounds
Finisher Picker Hours Required 356
Budgeted Manufacturing Expense Per Week
Finisher
Picker Hour (a)
Payroll
Overhead Expense
#309.65
301.99
# 0.87
0.85
Total #611.64 # 1.72
STANDARD COST PER POUND
Process Basis (b) Yarn Bas is (c)
““Over-
Product Labor head Total
Yarn Cost
Multiplier Labor
Over-
head Total
15 oz. Picker
Lap 1.0027 .0026 .0053 1.0887 .0029 .0028 .0057
Calculation s
:
(a) Budgeted Expense divided by Picker Hours
Required
(b) Machine Hour Rate divided by Productive Speed
(c) Process basis multiplied by Yarn Cost
Multiplier
Source: Cotton Textile Institute Committee on
Costs, Cotton Textile C os 1 3 , Installment Number 5, (The
Cotton Text ile“lns t ituFe Inc., New York, 1947) Reproduced
from p. 8.
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.
SUMMARY STANDARD C OST REPORTS
1 , Report of Departmental Expenses
To facilitate cost analysis and control, the
departmental expenses are summarized monthly or for a four
week period by departments.^ The labor and overhead
standards are segregated for each department, and opposite
each the actual costs are noted. The variation from stan-
dard is recorded along with the actual costs. The total
standard and actual costs are shown with the total varia-
tions. The cost of the material for the monthly production
is added to the total expenses to show the total cost of
goods manufactured for the period. These summary reports
provide a complete picture of the cost situation which can
be readily analyzed to determine where actual and standard
costs do not coincide. Table 9 is an illustration of a
typical summary cost report.
2. Report of Cost of Cloth Be ing Woven
Another form of summary report is that used to
compile the standard cost of the cloth being woven. This
report contains a complete list of the specifications to be
used in making the cloth and a breakdown of the cost of
weaving to a yardage basis. The manufacturing specifications
state the number of warp ends and filling picks per inch,
the type of loom, its speed and efficiency of operation.
1. F. H. Ehlers, Op, Cit
.
,
Interview.
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standard picks per minute, hour, and week, the type of
cotton to be used and several other requirements* The
costs are shown for labor and overhead per loom and per
yard. If different types of cloth are being manufactured,
a report of this type is prepared for each type so that
complete cost and processing specifications are available at
all times to meet all orders .1
Table 10 is typical of the form used in many
mills .
D. DISPOSITION OP VAR IATION ACCOUNTS
1 , Standards As Memorandum Inf ormation
For mills which treat standards only as memorandum
information there is no problem as to the disposition of
variation accounts. The variations are computed only to
obtain added cost information and are used as statistics, not
as operating data. They are not in the actual accounts of
the mill and therefore do not need to be closed to any
account
•
2. Standards in the Accounts
Those mills which record standards in the operat-
ing accounts have to decide whether to follow a policy of
closing the variation accounts to the Profit and Loss Account
at the end of the year, of closing them on a percentage
basis to inventory and cost of goods sold accounts, or of
p. 205
1. Jeremiah Lockwood and Arthur Maxwell, 0£. Cit .
,
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TABLE 9
SUMMARY COST REPORT FOR A FOUR WEEK PERIOD
Direct Labor
Cost Center Actual Standard Variation
Cotton Warehouse $ 462.40 $ 447.50 $ 14 .90*
Openers Through :Pickers 1,273.16 1,290.00 16.84
Cards 2,531.20 2,502.10 29 .10*
Drawing 955.33 930.05 25.28*
Slubbers 1,723.61 1,740.19 16.58
Intermediates 4,516.76 4,501.10 15.66*
Warp Spinning 5,983.12 5,921.02 62.10*
Filling Spinning 6,224.85 6,253.70 28.85
Spoolers 2,764.30 2,721.10 43.20*
Warpers 872.10 899.40 27.30
Slashers 1,216.87 1,233.98 17.11
Tying- In 943.02 903.12 39 .90*
Weaving 16,239.40 16,264.60 25.20
Cloth Room 3,558.74 3,581.14 22.40
TOTAL $49,264.86 $49,189.00 $ 75.86*
TABLE 9 (Cont* d.)
Fixed Overhead
Cost Center Actual Standard Variat ion
Cotton Warehouse $ 63.21 $ 60.10 $ 3.11*
Openers Through Pickers 287.50 251.80 35.70*
Cards 621.40 597.30 24.10*
Drawing 138.27 151.82 13.55
Slubbers 197.64 184.70 12.94*
Intermediates 391.82 419.10 27.28
Warp Spinning 984.31 960.12 24.19*
Filling Spinning 952.66 934.40 18.26*
Spoolers 142.74 151.97 9.23
Warpers 94.42 79.61 14.81*
Slashers 385.12 361.01 24.11*
Tying- In 94.37 86.59 7.78*
Weaving 2,462.30 2,489.40 27.10
Cloth Room 224.18 203.29 20.89*
TOTAL $ 7,039.94 $ 6,931.21 $108.73*
'“Unfavorable Variation
I
-
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TABLE 9 (Cont »d.)
SUMMARY COST REPORT FOR A FOUR WEEK PERIOD
Variable Overhead
Cost Center Actual Standard Variation
Cotton Warehouse | 17.64 | 23.12 | 5.48
Openers Through Pickers 63.10 71.80 8.70
Cards 147.84 128.62 19.22*
Drawing 52.91 68.21 15.30
Slubbers 68.36 51.64 16.72*
Intermediates 103.78 112.53 8.75
Warp Spinning 239.20 231.82 7.38*
Filling Spinning 228.61 209.30 19.31*
Spoolers 28.14 23.89 4.25*
Warpers 21.78 16.40 6.38*
Slashers 107.52 90.31 17.21*
Tying- In 30.29 39.62 9.33
Weaving 631.84 650.16 18.32
Cloth Room 69.12 51.08 18.04*
TOTAL $ 1,810.13 | 1,768.50 $ 41.63*
TABLE 9 (Cont'd .)
TOTAL
Cost Center Actual Standard Variation
Cotton Warehouse $ 543.25 # 530.72 $ 12.53*
Openers Through Pickers 1,623.76 1,613.60 10.16*
Cards 3,300.44 3,228.02 72.42*
Drawing 1,146.51 1,150.08 3.57
Slubbers 1,989.61 1,976.53 13.08*
Intermediates 5,012.36 5,032.73 20.37
Warp Spinning 7,206.63 7,112.96 93.67*
Filling Spinning 7,406.12 7,397.40 8.72*
Spoolers 2,935.18 2,896.96 38.22*
Warpers 988.30 995.41 7.11
Slashers 1,709.51 1,685.30 24.21*
Tying-In 1,067.68 1,029.33 38.35*
Weaving 19,333.54 19,404.]
6
70.62
Cloth Room 3,852.04 3,835.51 16.53*
TOTAL |58,114.93 $57,888.71 $226.22*
^Unfavorable Variation
_-
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TABLE 9 (Cont »d.)
SUMMARY COST REPORT FOR A FOUR WEEK PERIOD
Cotton at standard price
212,476 lbs. x $.204 $43,345.10
Adjustment for price increase
212,476 lbs. x $.017 3,612.09
Manufacturing gain with respect
to material quantity
227 lbs. x $.221 50.17
Cotton at actual cost $47,007.36
Source: Adapted from F. H. Ehlers, General
Assistant to Comptroller, Kendall Mills, Walpole, Mass.,
February 18, 1947.
TABLE 10
CLOTH SPECIFICATIONS AND COST
Cons true tion 40
”
48x44 5.75 yard sheeting Number
Number of Warp ends per Inch 48 Filling Picks 44
Loom Type 40" Automatic Speed 156_ Standard Efficiency 95#
Standard picks per minute (a)
per hour (b) 8700
80 hour week "(
c
) 696,000 .
Width in reed 44” in cloth* 40" Yards per cut; in Slasher 66
in cloth
Warp yarn number 20/1 Ends in fabric ( d) 1920 Filling yarn
number 18/l
Selvage: Warp no. 20/1 Ends in fabric 24 Picks per yard 1, 584(e)
Total warp ends in^fabric 1944 Yards^per loom
80 hour 439 .40(f)
Percent increase in warp weight due to sizing 15$
Pounds per loom 80 hrs . 117.17(g)
Looms per weaver 60 Fixer 80 DaTteryhand 60.
Spindles per loom: (h) Warp 20 Filling 17 Total 37
Type of Cotton: Warp 7/8 Middling Filling
~
^7/8 Middling
Net Waste Multiplier: Warp 1,0987 1.0987
..
»
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TABLE 10 (Cont «d.)
CLOTH SPECIFICATIONS AND C OST
Slash Total
Yam Ends Length Yards
20/1 1944 66 128,304(1)
ReecI Cloth
width Length
18/1 44 60 ii6,i6o(j)
Yards
Per Pound
Total
Pounds
Percent
of Weight
Manufa c tur ing
Rate Cost
15,120(k) 7.683(1)
•x f • 1 J.
48 .00(n) .1030 .0494(o)
Slashing 3.^5 yards @ .0021 .OOWfp)
Slashing Material
Weight of sizing in cloth:
.0104 .00501oj
9% of warp weight .687 (m) 4.29 (n)
Total (Cost per pound) 16.007 100. 00 .1268
Yards per pound 3.75 Cost per yard
Weaving Cost: Rate per Weekly
Straight Time Labor: Week Wages Looms
2 Weavers $34 .00 $68.00(r ) 60
2 loom fixers 40.00 80.00(r) 80
2 battery hands
Other room labor
Total Straight Time Labor
28.00 56 ,00(r ) 60
Supplementary Wage Adjustment
Overhead expense 40" Loom
Cloth Room
Packing Material
Manufacturing cost per yard
.105
Yards per pound
.0338(q)
Reaving Cost
:
Per Yards
Straight Time Labor: Loom Per Loom
2 Weavers $1 .1333 (s
)
439.40 .0026 (u)
2 loom fixers 1 .1000 (s .0023(u)
2 battery hands .9333 ( s .0021 (u)
Other Room Labor 1.8424 .0042 (u)
Total Straight Time Labor 4.9090 -
Supplementary Wage Adjustment .5154(t) .0012(u)
Overhead expense 40 Loom 3.2255 .0073 (u)
Cloth Room
.0036
Packing Material .0006
Manufacturing cost per yard .0577
ft
-
ft
ft
.
ft
ft
0
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TABLE 10 (Cont'd.)
Cotton Cost:
Warp: Market price_
_
Differential per yard
Pilling: Market price__ “Differential per yard
Loss on ir regulars
Selling expense
Freight
(
Intere st on investment
Total cost for sales purposes_
Selling price
Profit per spindle
~~~~~
_
’
Profit per loom
Cloth Specifications and Cost Calculations:
(a) Speed multiplied by standard efficiency.
(b) Picks per minute multiplied by 60 minutes.
(c) Picks per hour multiplied by 80 hours.
(d) Warp ends per inch multiplied by cloth width.
(e) Picks per inch multiplied by 36 inches.
(f ) Picks per week divided by picks per yard.
(g) Yards per loom divided by yards per pound.
(h) Pounds per loom multiplied by percent of weight repre-
sented by warp or filling. This results in the weight
of each yarn which is then divided by the applicable
pounds per spindle week.
(i) Number of warp ends multiplied by slash length.
(j) Number of ends multiplied by reed width. Result mul-
tiplied by cloth length.
(k) Yarn number multiplied by 840 yards.
(l) Total yards divided by yards per pound.
(m) Pounds of warp yarn multiplied by percent of sizing to
warp weight.
(n) Weight of each class divided by total weight.
(o) Rate per pound multiplied by percent of warp weight.
(p) Slashing cost per cloth yard multiplied by yards per lb.
(q) Cost per pound divided by yards per pound.
(r) Single shift wages multiplied by number of diifts.
(s) Weekly wage divided by number of looms.
(t) Total straight time loom labor rate multiplied by
supplementary wage percentage.
(u) Rate per loom week divided by yards per loom week.
Source: Cotton Textile Institute Committee on
Costs, Cotton Text il e Costs. Installment Number 5, (The
Cotton Textile Institute Inc., New York 1947) Reproduced
from Table 12, p. 24.
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no t closing the variation accounts at all. Mills which use
the first policy combine the respective variations of each
period, that is, the labor rate variations, the time varia-
tions, etc,, showing them as additional operating costs in
the financial statements at the end of each period," At the
end of the year, the variation accounts are closed to the
Profit and Loss Account,
Under the second policy the standard costs are
adjusted to the actual costs by determining the percentage
of relationships of the actual material, labor, and overhead
costs to their respective standards. In the inventory and
cost of goods sold accounts the material, labor, and overhead
components are separated and multiplied by the percentages
obtained above. The results are the actual costs of these
items. The difference between the actual and standard costs
is recorded in the inventory and cost of goods sold accounts
with the offsetting debits or credits being made to the
material, labor, and overhead variation accounts, closing
the latter group. The former group is now at actual cost. s
Followers of the third policy show the variation
accounts as a part of operating cost in the financial state-
ments, but do not close the accounts. 3
1. Mr. Norwood, Op. Cit
. ,
Interview.
2. Charles F. Schlatter, Op. Cit., p. 138.
3. F. H. Ehlers, Op. £it_.
,
"InTerview.
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E. SUMMARY
This study of standard cost systems used in the
cotton textile mills shows that the basic principles of
standard costs are followed exceedingly well in the spinning
and weaving mills. Standards for production and each
element of cost are carefully established after a thorough
study of the mill. Variations are analyzed for specific
causes and kept at a minimum because their s tandards are
truly representative of the costs. The standards, according
to good standard cost principles, are neither too easy nor
too difficult to attain because they represent fairly
accurately what the costs will be if excessive quantities of
cotton are not wasted, if the machinery is maintained in
good working condition, and the laborers do satisfactory
work.
The only point in vhich the standard cost system
in this Industry differs from theoretical standard cost
principles is the use of the material price standard* As
explained in the chapter on material costs, the material
price standard is neaningless for use in control of price.
Since cotton is sold on an open market subject to daily fluc-
tuations in price, it is impossible to set up a price for
cost accounting purposes which can be relied upon as repre-
sentative of what the price should be. These daily
fluctuations would make it necessary to change the standard
continually to keep it useful as a measuring stick of material
.
120-
costs. Consequently, the price standard is treated only as
a mechanical necessity of the standard cost accounting
system and used as a standard at which to cost out quantities
in production. This difference from standard cost theory
must not he regarded as an imperfection in the application
of standard cost principles to this industry for the follow-
ing reasons. First, it is a natural result of the
characteristics of the cotton market and cannot he helped.
Secondly, the cotton mills exercise excellent control over
prices hy maintaining a proper balance between purchase con-
tracts and sales orders through hedging operations.
Much of the success of cotton textile mills in
applying standard cost principles is due to the fact that
the industry lends itself easily to this system of accounting.
Their production methods consist of well defined processes
in which standard costs can he established for each cost
element. Sihce most of the work is done hy machines,
standard production hours are relatively easy to establish
hy determining the operating speed of the machines.
A standard cost system as used hy cotton mills
serves as an ideal example of the value in such a system.
Controls over material, labor, and overhead are maintained
through detailed analysis of the costs, thus minimizing them
as much as possible. Since cotton mills make full use of
all standard cost procedures, they have accurate cost infor-
mation available at all times.
.,
.
.
,
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APPENDIX
GLOSSARY1
BEAM - A large spool or roll about three feet in diameter
on which WARP or cloth is wound.
BEAM WARPING - The transferring of YARN from BOBBINS or
CHEESES onto a WARP or SECTION BEAM in the form of
a wide sheet. Several of these BEAMS are run
through the SLASHING MACHINE to make one LOOM BEAM,
BOBBIN - A small, wooden or metal core on which YARN is
wound.
BREAKER-LAP - A roll of loosely matted cotton FIBERS formed
on the BREAKER PICKER from tufts of opened cotton.
BREAKING AND OPENING MACHINE - A line of machines, working as
a unit, that tear apart and partially clean matted,
compressed, baled cotton.
BROKEN END - A thread or strand of cotton which has broken
in a textile machine.
CARD SLIVER - A thick, untwisted rope of cotton FIBERS,
uniform in thickness and relatively free from
NEPS, which represents the finished product of the
CARDING MACHINE.
CARDING - The process of separating and cleaning cotton
FIBERS to prepare them for spinning.
CARDING DRUM - The large, rapidly revolving cylinder of the
CARDING MACHINE, covered with several million
teeth, that picks up (pulls out) the cotton FIBERS,
and working in conjunction with the rollers, combs
the FIBERS parallel and removes small particles of
dirt and knotted FIBERS.
CAR DillG MACHINE - A machine which completes the cleaning of
the cotton, arranges the FIBERS so they are mostly
parallel, and transforms the cotton from LAP to
SLIVER.
CHEESE - A roll of YARN built up on a paper or wooden TUBE
in a form that resembles a bulk of cheese.
1. U. S. Employment Service, Job Descriptions
For The Cotton Textile Industry
,
(U .S .Government Printing
6ff ice, Washington, D. (3. 1939) p. 305-313.
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COMBING
COMBING
CONE -
COUNT -
CUT -
DOFF -
DRAFT -
DRAWING
DRAWING
DRAWING
END -
FIBERS -
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- The process of extracting FIBERS below a
predetermined length from the cotton SLIVER and
straightening the remaining FIBERS to make them
parallel
.
MACHINE - A machine which prepares RIBBON LAP from
spinning into fine YARN by removing short FIBERS,
dirt, and NEPS, and straightening the remaining
FIBERS into parallel alinement.
A tapered cylinder of wood, metal, or cardboard
around which YARN is wound.
This term has two meanings. First, the number of
PICKS AND WARP ENDS per inch in cloth.
Second, a number assigned to YARN to describe its
fineness. The number is based upon the number of
HANKS per pound of YARN.
A length of WARP required to weave a piece of
cloth. Also refers to the length of a piece of
woven cloth.
To remove a filled PACKAGE or BEAM from a textile
machine. Frequently the operation includes re-
placing the full PACKAGE or BEAM with an empty one.
To draw out (attenuate or stretch) a strand of
cotton, usually by running the strand between
several pairs of rollers, each pair turning faster
than the pair before it
•
FRAME - A machine in which several strands of SLIVER
are combined into one strand and drawn out so that
the combined strands approximate the weight and
size of any one of the original strands.
IN - The process of threading the WARP filaments
from a BEAM through the HEDDLES and REED of a LOOM
in the order indicated on a designing draft.
ROLLERS - Two or more pairs of rollers, each pair of
which rotates at a higher speed than the preceding
pair, serving to draw out or attenuate the ROVING
or SLIVER passing between them.
A single strand or filament of ROVING, SLIVER, or
YARN.
- The hairlike filaments of any textile substance,
such as the fibers of cotton or individual hairs
of wool
.
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FILLING YARN - It is the YARN which is interlaced through the
WARP to produce cloth.
FLY FRAME - One of several machines that progressively com-
bine two strands of partially processed ROVING into
one, drawing out the combined strands until they
are of prescribed weight, and twist them loosely
in order to give them sufficient strength to with-
stand subsequent operations.
GIN - A machine used to remove seeds and to clear dirt
from cotton as it comes from the field.
HANK - A measure of YARN varying for different materials;
the cotton HANK is 840 yards.
HARNESS - An assembly of HEDDLES mounted on a HARNESS FRAME
that moves them altogether. A separate HARNESS is
used for each group of WARP ENDS that must be moved
independently to weave a desired pattern.
HARNESS FRAME - A wooden or metal frame upon which is suspen-
ded a series of cords or wires called HEDDLES, each
of which has a small eye through which a WARP END
is passed according to a predetermined design.
Each HARNESS FRAME i3 fastened to a mechanism that
raises and lowers it in proper sequence to form the
SHEDS through which the SHUTTLE carries the FILLING
YARN to produce cloth of a specified pattern.
HEDDLE - A fiber or metal strand, pierced with a hole (eye),
through which the WARP END it controls is threaded.
INSPECTING MACHINE - A machine which draws cloth over a wide
surface for inspection purposes and which partially
cleans the cloth by brushing.
INSPECTING TABLE - An inclined table over which cloth to be
inspected is drawn by hand.
KNOTTER - An automatic device for tying knots in YARN at
various stages of manufacture.
LAP - A general term used to designate wide sheets of
loosely matted cotton, formed on such textile
machines as the BREAKER, PICKER, FINISH PICKER,
RIBBON LAPPER, and SLIVER LAPPER.
LOOM - A machine for weaving WARP and FILLING YARN to
produce cloth.
.-
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LOOM BEAM - A large spool on which WARP that has been
arranged and slashed for use in the LOOM is wound.
MAGAZINE - A device which holds full BOBBINS of PILLING YARN
and automatically inserts them, singly, into a
SHUTTLE to replace depleted BOBBINS.
MISPICK - An imperfection in the weave caused by a length of
PILLING YARN not being interlaced in its correct
place across the WARP.
NEPS - Short immature FIBERS, or portions of mature FIBERS
which are tangled and broken.
PICK - A single strand of WEPT or FILLING YARN carried
across and interlaced through the strands of WARP
YARN
.
PICK CLOCK - The automatic counting device attached to a
LOOM that registers the number cf PILLING YARNS
woven into a piece of cloth.
PICKER MACHINE - A machine which cleans, separates, and
fluffs raw cotton, forms the cotton into a uniform
layer, and winds it into a roll about a core.
RAILWAY SEWING MACHINE - A power sewing machine which is
specially devised to sew the ends of cloth lengths
together
.
REED - A toothed, comblike part of a LOOM. Its function
is to hold the strands of longitudinal yarn (WARP)
in alinement between its teeth and also to push
each transverse thread (PICK) tight against the
rest as the cloth is woven.
RIBBON LAP - The roll of closely matted cotton fibers, about
ten inches wide, formed on the RIBBON LAPPER from
SLIVER LAPS.
RIBBON LAPPER - A machine which draws and combines several
rolls of LAP from a SLIVER LAPPER into one roll of
RIBBON LAP ready for feeding to a COMBING MACHINE,
straightening the FIBERS slightly and making the
LAP more uniform in weight and texture.
ROVING - The loosely twisted strand of cotton FIBERS from
the time it leaves the SLUBBER until it goes
through the SPINNER FRAMES and becomes YARN.
..
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SELVAGE - The edge of woven fabric that la s o formed as to
prevent raveling. The finish may be different or
the same as that of the fabric.
SHEARING MACHINE - A machine which cuts away knots and loose
YARN ends from the surface of cloth after it has
been woven, to give the cloth a smooth surface.
SHUTTLE - The device used to carry the cross or FILLING YARN
back and forth through the strands of longitudinal
or WARP YARN in WEAVING cloth.
SIZE BOX - A unit of the SLASHING MACHINE which contains the
SIZING solution with which the YARN is treated,
SIZE MIXER - A large (300 gallon) tank with steam coils and
a powered paddle, within which SIZING is prepared.
SIZING - This term has two definitions. First, a stiffening
substance used to give YARN strength, stiffness,
and smoothness, which improve its weaving qualities.
Second, treating YARN with a stiffening substance
to improve its weaving qualities.
SLASHING MACHINE - A machine in which WARP YARN is arranged
in a prescribed sequence, impregnated with SIZING
to improve its weaving qualities, and wound on a
LOOM BEAM ready for use.
SLIVER - The loose, untwisted strand of cotton FIBERS pro-
duced on the CARDING MACHINE, DRAWING FRAME, and
COMBING MACHINE.
SLIVER LAPPER - A machine which draws and combines several
strands of SLIVER into a sheet of LAP and winds it
on a spool ready for RIBBON LAPPING, or COMBING.
SLUB - A thick place in a strand of YARN caused by
improper SPINNING.
SLUBBER - A machine which draws out strands of SLIV5R and
twists them together loosely in order to give the
strands (now ROVING) sufficient strength to with-
stand subsequent operations.
SLUBBING - The process of drawing out and loosely twisting
SLIVIR to make ROVING.
SPINDLE - A metal rod or wooden stick for holding SPOOLS,
CHEESES, or BOBBINS on such machines as SPINNER
FRAMES, WARPING MACHINES, and WINDERS.
..
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SPINNING - The process of making YARN from cotton FIBERS by
drawing out and twisting the FIBERS into a thin
strand.
SPOOL - A flanged cylinder usually of wood, upon which YARN
is wound.
STOP MOTION DEVICE - An automatic device that is designed to
stop a textile machine on the occurrence of such
events as a thread breaking or the SPINDLE BOBBINS
becoming full.
TARE WEIGHT - The weight of the container or wrappings in
which goods are purchased. It is deducted from the
total (gross) weight to obtain the net weight of a
product.
TYING- IN - The operation of tying the ends cf the YARN from
the WARP BEAM to the ends of the YARN left threaded
through a LOOM.
TYING-IN MACHINE - A machine which automatically ties strands
of WARP YARN from a fresh BEAM of WARP to those
left in a LOOM from a former BEAM.
V/ARP - The set of YARN strands which run lengthwise in a
piece of cloth.
WARPING - The operation of winding WARP YiRN onto a BEAM in
suitable arrangement for use as WARP in the LOOM.
WARPING MACHINE - A machine which draws YARN from many
PACKAGES, arranges the strands parallel in a pre-
scribed sequence, and winds them on BEAMS for use
in LOOMS.
WEAVING - The interlacing of WARP and FILLING YARN to form a
cloth.
..
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